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ABSTRACT

Numerical models which simulate stratal geometries and provide the conceptual basis 

for delineating time lines within lithostratigraphic units are being developed at the Colorado 

School of Mines. Refinement and testing of these models can best be accomplished 

through integrated analysis of surface and subsurface data. Studies of the Eagle Sandstone 

(Campanian) in Montana have proven valuable in determining the utility of these models. 

Outcrop exposures near Billings, Montana, provide a continuous view of the Eagle 

Sandstone. Field studies employing high resolution facies analysis show the Eagle to 

consist of eight distinct shoaling cycles (genetic sequences) in this region. Using electric 

log signatures, an additional genetic sequence was recognized to the north and west. 

Stacking patterns were determined which explain facies shifts in outcrop and predict facies 

distributions in the subsurface. As predicted by the numerical models, the volume of 

sediment contained in the upper shoreface of each genetic sequence generally increases 

within seaward-stepping or seaward vertically-stacked sequences, whereas the volume 

decreases within landward-stepping sequences.

The Bullwacker field of north-central Montana produces gas from several zones within 

the Eagle Sandstone. Previous studies have related production to three laterally continuous 

sandstone members. Zones of non-production within the fields have been ascribed to 

structural complications. A study of reservoir distributions and geometries in the 

Bullwacker field employed the method of genetic sequence analysis to demonstrate that the 

distribution of producing zones is directly related to the stacking hierarchy of eight genetic 

sequences which were subsequently overprinted by structural modifications. This 

methodology demonstrates a more deterministic approach to predicting the occurrence of 

reservoir facies both within and beyond established field limits.
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INTRODUCTION

Cretaceous strata deposited along the western margin of the Western Interior Seaway 

are typified by numerous large-scale transgressive-regressive cycles of sedimentation. In 

the Rocky Mountains, these cycles occur as eastward-thinning wedges of shoreface and 

coastal-plain strata that interfinger with offshore marine shales. Weimer (1960) recog

nized four major transgressions and regressions in the Upper Cretaceous, and Kauffman 

(1977) identified 10 transgressive-regressive cycles within the entire Cretaceous. Geo

graphic positions of Upper Cretaceous strandlines in the northern Rocky Mountain region 

were further documented through the use of ammonite zonations and bentonites by Gill 

and Cobban (1973).

Each transgressive-regressive cycle comprises several smaller-scale progradational 

events. These events, herein termed genetic sequences following the usage of Busch 

(1959), represent the sedimentologic record of the interaction of eustatic change, sedi

ment influx, and subsidence. Numerical models being developed at the Colorado School 

of Mines and elsewhere use these variables to explain and predict the distribution of 

coastal-plain to shallow marine strata.

The purpose of this thesis is to test certain predictions of the numerical models and to 

provide geological constraints for quantitative stratigraphic models. One result of the 

models is an explanation for the origin of time-significant transgressive surfaces that 

bound progradational units. This explanation provides the conceptual basis for erecting a 

high-resolution chronostrati graphic framework from lithostrati graphic data and uses that 

framework to explain and predict the lateral and temporal distributions of strata. This 

genetic stratigraphic correlation technique was applied to a surface and subsurface study 
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of the Eagle Sandstone for the purpose of defining the number and geographic positions 

of progradational events which make up the Eagle Sandstone.

The models also predict that genetic sequences may be stacked systematically in 

seaward-stepping, vertically-stacked, and landward-stepping geometric patterns. These 

patterns should be recognizable by the degree and direction of intersequence facies shifts. 

In a vertical profile, a seaward-stepping sequence is recognized when the basal and 

shoalest facies of the overlying sequence are shallower than those of the underlying 

sequence . A landward-stepping sequence is indicated where the basal and shoalest 

facies of the overlying sequence are deeper than those of the underlying sequence. In 

vertically-stacked sequences, identical facies are superimposed across sequence bounda

ries and intersequence facies dislocations are minor. The models predict that the position 

of a genetic sequence within the stacking hierarchy governs the facies proportioning of its 

sediments. This study specifically addresses model predictions concerning hierarchy- 

controlled proportioning of sediments within the upper shoreface facies tract.

Sandstones representing paralic environments of the Eagle Sandstone (Campanian) 

lie along a north/south trend through central Montana (Fig. 1). Previous workers have 

divided the Eagle Sandstone into three or four sandstone members. However, genetic 

stratigraphic studies of outcrops near Billings, Montana, established the presence of at 

least eight genetic sequences. Recognition of facies shifts both within genetic sequences 

and across sequence-bounding surfaces allowed for the construction of a sequence stack

ing hierarchy This hierarchy reflects changes in relative sea level during the deposition 

of the Eagle Sandstone.

The second phase of research calibrated well log responses with those facies and 

genetic sequences observed in outcrop. Initially, an outcrop-parallel subsurface transect
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Eagle coastal sandstones (Rice and Shurr, 1983)

Figure 1: Eagle Sandstone distribution in Montana.
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10 mi north of the Billings exposures was constructed using a combination of spontane

ous potential (SP) and gamma-ray logs. This allowed for the recognition of the eight 

outcrop-defined genetic sequences. Available well control seven townships north of the 

outcrop was used to further document the number of sequences, their thicknesses and 

stacking patterns, intrasequence facies distributions and intersequence facies shifts. An 

additional stratigraphically higher sequence (not expressed in the Billings outcrop) was 

recognized in the subsurface. Computer mapping of these data facilitated calculations of 

the volume of sediment within each sequence, and the fraction of that volume occupied 

by the upper shoreface facies tract Causal mechanisms for the observed relationships 

were then inferred.

A stacking hierarchy of genetic sequences based on facies shifts, is valuable in pre

dicting the position of reservoir facies in the subsurface. The third phase of this research 

utilized information gained from the Billings study to predict reservoir distributions and 

geometries in the Bullwacker gas field of north-central Montana. Bullwacker field 

produces gas from the Eagle Sandstone and is located on the southern flank of the Bear

paw Mountains (Fig. 1). Previous workers have ascribed the scattered nature of produc

tion in this area to a complex series of normal faults. These faults sole into larger grav

ity-slide faults which developed during the uplift of the Bearpaw Mountains. A cross 

section through this field shows the existence of eight genetic sequences (Plate 7). The 

stacking geometry of genetic sequences and facies shifts across sequence boundaries are 

critical in explaining observed production trends. This study thereby demonstrates the 

applicability of the model and its methodology to exploration.
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PREVIOUS WORK

The Eagle Sandstone of the Upper Cretaceous Montana Group was deposited during a 

relative lowering of sea level (regressive maximum of traditional terminology; lowstand 

wedge of recent Exxon terminology) during early Campanian time (Fig. 2). The Eagle 

Sandstone and time-equivalent strata (the nonmarine Two Medicine Formation and the 

marine Gammon Shale) extend across much of Montana and Wyoming. The Eagle 

Sandstone belongs to the second Upper Cretaceous regression (R2) of Weimer (1960) 

and the comparable seventh Cretaceous regression (R7) of Kauffman (1977). Gill and 

Cobban (1973) placed it within the Telegraph Creek-Eagle regression dated at 84-79.5 

m.y.

The Eagle Sandstone was named by Weed (1899), and its type locality was assigned 

to outcrops at the intersection of the Missouri River and Eagle Creek in north-central 

Montana. Bowen (1915) differentiated a laterally extensive, basal sandstone from the 

rest of the Eagle and named it the Virgelle Sandstone Member. Using subsurface data, 

Maher (1969) and Scheming (1972) divided the Eagle in the Bearpaw Mountain region 

of north-central Montana into upper, middle, and lower sandstones. However, Maher 

placed the Virgelle below the lower sandstone whereas Scheming regarded the middle 

and lower sandstones as Virgelle equivalents. Through combined surface and subsurface 

work, Rice (1980) and Rice and Shurr (1983) recognized three lithostratigraphic mem

bers consisting of coastal-plain and shoreface sandstones throughout north-central Mon

tana. Olson (1961) previously suggested that the Eagle comprises four lithostratigraphic 

members near Billings, Montana. Shelton (1965, 1963) suggested that four to five 

sandstone members exist within the Eagle near Billings. He further asserted that the
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Figure 2: Stratigraphic diagram of the Montana Group of Montana.
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lowest member there is not equivalent to the Virgelle.

The methodology of genetic sequence analysis allows for the direct extraction of 

time-significant progradational events from lithostratigraphic data. This study recognized 

nine progradational events within the Eagle Sandstone.

Hydrocarbon production from the Eagle Sandstone and time-equivalent reservoirs 

(e.g., Shannon and Sussex sands) is scattered throughout the northern Rocky Mountain 

region. Several major gas fields—Tiger Ridge, Bullwacker, Leroy, Sherard, and 

Winifred—produce from the Eagle Sandstone in the vicinity of the Bearpaw Mountains 

at depths of 400-2800 ft. The reservoir sandstones have porosities which average 26% 

and permeabilities up to 150 md (Bayliff, 1975). Rice (1975) postulated that the gas was 

biogenic, generated from marine sediments of the Eagle Sandstone. The gas was strati- 

graphically trapped during the Late Cretaceous in the Eagle Sandstone (Rice, 1980). 

Reeves (1924) first documented numerous gravity-induced faults which developed on the 

flanks of the Bearpaw uplift. This structural style was further detailed by Hearn (1976). 

Maher (1969) suggested that this Laramide uplift of the Bearpaw Mountains and conse

quent faulting caused remigration and re-entrapment of the gas in the normal fault blocks 

at the head of the slides.

The Bullwacker gas field lies on the south flank of the Bearpaw Mountains in Town

ship 27N, and Ranges 15-17E. The field was discovered in 1967 but was not extensively 

developed until 1976 (Ervin-Cleveland and Shapard, 1985). Currently, the 44-well field 

has produced more than 12 billion cubic feet of gas with no associated oil or water (PI 

Production Report, July, 1987). The depth of production ranges from 1230-2800 ft. 

Porosity ranges from 16-26% and the reservoir is characterized by low permeability.
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METHODOLOGY

This research utilized detailed facies analysis of the Eagle Sandstone in outcrop and 

subsurface to define genetically related, shoaling upward, progadational packages termed 

genetic sequences by Busch (1959). Genetic sequences are bounded by time significant 

“transgressive disconformity” surfaces caused by relative sea level rises. These surfaces 

are used to erect a high resolution chronostratigraphic framework directly from lithostra- 

tigraphic units. The distribution of facies may then be placed into this framework, and 

the volumes within, and lateral shifts of facies tracts across progradational units can be 

measured.

The methodology of genetic sequence analysis of Cretaceous sandstones in the Rocky 

Mountain region has been utilized recently by several authors. Cant (1984) recognized 

eight transgressive-regressive cycles of sedimentation (progradational packages) in the 

Lower Cretaceous Spirit River Formation of west-central Alberta. Palmer and Scott 

(1984) defined eight separate genetic sandstone packages in the La Ventana Tongue 

(Campanian) of the San Juan Basin, New Mexico. Wright (1986) found a minimum of 

six genetic shoreline blocks within the Campanian Point Lookout Sandstone of the San 

Juan Basin. Flint et al. (1986) described six coarsening-up members in the Cardium 

(Turonian) in Alberta. Ryer (1981) recognized five cycles of deltaic sedimentation in the 

Ferron Sandstone (Late Turonian) in central Utah. In addition, Ryer (1983) demonstrated 

the importance of establishing a hierarchy of these sequences to predict the distribution of 

certain facies tracts (e.g., coals).

Individual genetic sequences within the Eagle Sandstone represent discrete prograda

tional events as shown schematically by Figure 3. Within a sequence, a succession of
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Figure 3: One progradational unit (genetic sequence). 
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facies from the base to the top records decreasing water depths. This can be viewed in 

core, gamma-ray log, or measured section as a coarsening-upward sequence which is 

usually shaiply overlain by the deepest facies at the base of the next progradational unit 

(Figs. 4 and 5). This deepening is represented by a time-significant surface of transgres

sive disconformity which constitutes the boundary between two genetic sequences (Fig. 

6). Depending on its paleogeographic position, a sequence may not develop or preserve 

the complete shoaling succession of facies before it is terminated by a transgressive 

disconformity (Figs. 7 and 8).

Surfaces of transgressive disconformity can be physically traced on outcrop for tens 

of miles. The time significance of such a surface is demonstrated by the regional extent 

of the facies deepening across the surface. This is further confirmed on outcrop by the 

parallelism of these surfaces with bentonites and by their uniform truncation of large- 

scale lateral accretion surfaces. Transgressive disconformities can also be recognized in 

vertical section and are thus useful for subsurface correlations. This facilitates the con

struction of high resolution time frameworks from well logs.

Numerical models currently being built at the Colorado School of Mines predict that 

in a coastal plain to shallow-marine shelf setting, series of genetic sequences may be 

stacked as shown in Figure 9 due to the interactions of eustatic fluctuations, subsidence, 

and sediment influx (Cross, 1989). The genetic sequences are stacked systematically in 

three geometric patterns: seaward-stepping, landward-stepping, and vertical-stacking. In 

a vertical profile, a seaward-stepping sequence is recognized when the basal and shoalest 

facies of the overlying sequence are shallower than those of the underlying sequence 

(Fig. 10). A landward-stepping sequence is indicated where the basal and shoalest facies 

of the overlying sequence are deeper than those of the underlying sequence. In verti-
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Figure 4: Two genetic sequences as seen in vertical profile.
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Figure 5: One genetic sequence (#4) as seen in outcrop. Note the coarsening-up profile.
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Figure 6: Sequence-bounding transgressive disconformities represent time
significant surfaces (Tl, T2, and T3).
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Figure 7: An abrupt deepening event superimposes sandstones of facies MBS (lower to 

middle shoreface) over facies C (coal) thereby terminating the lower sequence.
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Figure 8: An abrupt deepening event superimposes sands of facies MBS (lower to 

middle shoreface) over sands of facies TRX (upper shoreface), terminating the lower 

genetic sequence.
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Landward ■* *» Seaward

SS

Shoreface

Coastal Plain

Figure 9: Modelled stacking geometries of genetic sequences in a coastal-plain 
to shoreface environment; seaward-stacked (SS), vertical-stacked (VS), and 
landward-stacked (LS) (modified from Cross, 1989).
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Figure 10: Recognition of stacking patterns by inter-sequence facies shifts.
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cally-stacked sequences, identical facies are superimposed across sequence boundaries 

and intersequence facies dislocations are minor.

The numerical models predict that the volume of a facies tract (e.g., upper shoreface) 

within a single genetic sequence will vary depending on the position of the sequence 

within the stacking hierarchy. As illustrated in Figure 9, seaward-stepping sequences 

concentrate proportionately larger volumes of sediment in the shoreface zone. Con

versely, landward-stepping sequences will trap a greater proportion of sediments in the 

coastal plain.

The methodology of genetic sequence correlation is best demonstrated by a series of 

figures. Figure 11 shows four outcrop sections from the Eagle Sandstone near Billings, 

Montana. Each section comprises a series of genetic sequences. Figure 12 demonstrates 

how the surfaces of transgressive disconformity may be used as proxies for time lines in 

cross-sectional view. As shown in Figure 13, the facies can then be accurately correlated 

within this chronostratigraphic framework. The three geometric stacking patterns are 

demonstrated here. In this example, two sequences within #4 appear vertically stacked as 

facies dislocations are minor. Sequence #5 is displaced landward relative to sequence #4. 

Sequences #4 and #8 are displaced seaward of sequences #2/3 and #7 respectively.
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LCC87
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Figure 11: Four measured sections of the Eagle Sandstone, Billings, Montana. Facies 
designations are defined in figure 15. Locations of LCC87, STE, RR, and TNL are 
shown on Plate 1.
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LCC87 STE RR TNL

2/3

Figure 12: Utilization of genetic sequences to establish time surfaces directly from 
lithostratigraphic data. Numbers refer to genetic sequences defined in the text.
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STE RR TNLLCC87

2/3

MSB! Upper shoreface to coastal-plain sediments

Figure 13: Correlation of upper shoreface to coastal-plain facies within established 
chronostratigraphic framework.
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PHASE 1: BILLINGS FIELD STUDY

The initial phase of this study entailed measuring 50 stratigraphic sections along a con

tinuous exposure (40 miles) of the “rimrock” in the vicinity of Billings, Montana (Fig. 

14). Fieldwork of this portion of the study was conducted jointly with Laird Little, 

graduate student colleague. A total of 12 facies were recognized. These facies represent 

the interplay of physical and biologic forces with changes in relative sea level (water 

depth) in the coastal-plain to offshore-marine environments. By utilizing detailed facies 

analysis, an idealized vertical and lateral lithofacies succession for a genetic sequence 

was established (Fig. 15). Not every genetic sequence contains all 12 facies. The facies 

represented within a genetic sequence depend on the geographic position of the measured 

section with respect to that sequence. Recognition of facies deepening events (transgres

sive disconformities) facilitates quantification of the genetic sequences. Identification of 

facies shifts across sequence boundaries placed the genetic sequences into a hierarchical 

stacking pattern. A description of each of the 12 facies, from deepest to shallowest, and 

inferences as to their representative depositional environments follows. Two- and three- 

letter facies abbreviations are included and will be used throughout the remainder of this 

paper.

Facies descriptions

Facies LM: Laminated mudstone and shale. Facies LM consists of gray 

to black mudstone and shale, with occasional thin (1 to 3 in) interbeds of very fine

grained sandstone (Fig. 16). Mudstones are horizontally laminated and interbedded with
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Figure 14: Outcrop map of the Eagle Sandstone, Billings, Montana. Compiled from 
Gosling and Pashley (1973), Thom (1935), and Hancock (1918).
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Figure 15: Typical facies succession within one genetic sequence of the Eagle Sand
stone.
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Figure 16: Facies LM (laminated mudstone and shale). This photo shows the marine 

shales and mudstones of the Telegraph Creek Formation which grade upward into the 

Eagle Sandstone. View is to the northeast at section E3 (c/e/2 2-1N-26E). Shoreface 

sandstones of sequences #1-3 are the major cliff formers and sequence #4 caps the ridge.
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fissile shale. The relative proportion of mudstone to shale in facies LM is approximately 

3:1. Bioturbation is restricted to small (0.25 in diameter) horizontal burrows and trails 

along bedding surfaces. Gypsum of probable recent origin is common along fractures 

and bedding surfaces within facies LM. 1-3 in parallel-laminated sandstone interbeds are 

rare and their upper surfaces are commonly reworked by Thallasanoides.

Facies LM is gradational upward into the relatively sandstone-rich facies ISM. Fa

cies LM forms slopes beneath sandstone cliffs. This facies, when present, is generally 

the most poorly exposed within a typical vertical section.

Facies LM formed on a relatively deep marine shelf. Deposition was primarily by 

suspension fallout of clay and silt. Absence of ripple laminae in the sandstone interbeds 

indicates little or infrequent wave or current influence.

Facies ISM : Interbedded sandstone and mudstone. Facies ISM consists 

of very fine- to fine-grained sandstone interbedded with thin mudstones or shales. Sand

stone beds vary from 1 to 8 in thick, and constitute approximately 50% or more of the 

lithologic units present in this facies. Mudstone beds are generally between 1 and 3 in 

thick (Fig. 17).

The sandstones are dominantly planar, horizontal parallel-laminated, but occasionally 

are slightly irregular or wavy laminated. The sandstone units commonly scour into 

underlying mudstone. Bioturbation is common in mudstones and on the upper bedding 

surfaces of sandstones. Trace fossils including Thalassanoides and grazing tracks and 

trails can give a massive appearance to the sandstones. Small-scale trough cross stratifi

cation is rare in the sandstones and set thicknesses range from 1 to 5 inches. Symmetrical 

wave oscillation ripples occur infrequently along the upper surfaces of sandstones and
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Figure 17: Facies ISM (interbedded sandstone and mudstone). Note the increase in sand 

content and corresponding thickening of beds in a vertical succession upwards into facies 

HCS.
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display amplitudes of up to 1 in and wavelengths of 2-3 in. Occasional mud drapes lie 

within the ripple troughs.

Sandstone beds thicken and coalesce upward through a stratigraphic interval com

posed entirely of this facies (<1 in bed thickness at the base to 1-2 ft toward the top). 

There is a parallel upward decrease in the proportion and thickness of mudstone inter

beds. Facies ISM is transitional into overlying facies HCS, MBS, or PLS (these are 

interchangeable).

This facies commonly forms a basal cliff which separates the covered slopes formed 

by underlying marine shales (facies LM) from resistant sandstone cliffs of stratigraphi- 

cally higher facies.

Facies ISM was deposited in the offshore transition zone between a deeper mudstone 

facies (LM) and the shallower, lower- to middle-shoreface facies. Intermittent suspen

sion fallout and rapid sand deposition is indicated by the sharp-based, parallel-laminated 

sandstones and interbedded mudstones. Deposition was episodic, as suggested by the 

bioturbated nature of the upper parts of sandstone beds. The overall decrease in 

mudstone content upwards reflects a gradual shoaling and higher energy conditions 

through progradation of the shoreface.

Facies HCS : Hummocky cross-stratified sandstone. This facies consists 

of fine-grained, hummocky cross-stratified sandstone. Sandstone bedsets range from 1 to 

3 ft thick, and commonly are bounded by bioturbated sandstones and siltstones of facies 

MBS (Fig. 18).

Hummocky cross-stratification is unique to this facies. It is characterized by parallel 

laminations and truncation surfaces whose inclinations are typically less than 10° (Harms
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Figure 18: Facies HCS (hummocky cross-stratified sandstone). Section RT, sequence

#3.
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et al., 1975). Basal surfaces of beds are sharp and erosional, displaying a sharp undulat

ing contact. Lamination within a bed is parallel to the lower bounding surface and forms 

antiforms and synforms with wavelengths of 5 to 12 ft and amplitudes of 1 to 2 ft. 

Bioturbation rarely occurs as thin, 1 to 2 in, burrowed zones in the upper parts of beds. 

Thinner, more isolated HCS beds display a greater proportion of bioturbation than 

thicker, amalgamated HCS beds.

Sandstones of facies HCS occur as isolated or amalgamated units interbedded with, 

and overlying facies MBS. Hummocky cross-stratified sandstones occasionally overlie 

distinct greenish (glauconitic), fine-grained, finely laminated to platy sandstone.

Facies HCS forms prominent, resistant ledges which if isolated, are separated by the 

less-resistant interbeds of facies MBS.

Facies HCS indicates deposition of fine sand in the lower to middle shoreface zone, 

below fair-weather wave base and above storm wave base. Hummocky cross-stratifica

tion has been interpreted as originating through suspension of fine material by storm 

wave surge with subsequent rapid deposition influenced by oscillatory flow (Harms et al., 

1975).

Facies MBS: Massive bioturbated sandstone. Facies MBS consists of 

massive, very fine- to fine-grained sandstone and siltstone. The massive nature of this 

unit arises from intensive bioturbation (Fig. 19). Thalassanoides and Asterosoma (1/4 to 

1/2 in diameter, and 1-2 in long) dominate the lower parts of the facies, with rare 

Ophiomorpha to 1/2 in diameter, appearing near the boundary with the overlying facies 

BTR or PLS. Minor Terebellina also are present throughout.

Subhorizontal to low-angle burrowing is ubiquitous giving a massive to mottled
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Figure 19: Facies MBS (massive bioturbated sandstone). Note the total lack of physical 

sedimentary structures and the mottled appearance caused by randomly oriented burrow

ing.
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appearance and removing all traces of primary physical sedimentary structures. The 

sandstone has a peppered appearance due to the abundance of fine disseminated carbona

ceous material. Small platy clay clasts (1/4 to 1/2 in long) occur occasionally within the 

bioturbated sandstones.

This facies typically is gradational at its base with facies HCS and may be overlain 

and interbedded with a series of HCS sandstones. This basal gradation is due to the 

bioturbated nature of the upper surface of underlying hummocky cross-stratified sand

stones. As sand supply becomes more consistent and biologic activity increases, facies 

MBS builds upon the more episodic facies HCS. Occasional pulses of storm-induced 

sedimentation into this environment will overwhelm traces of biologic activity and may 

explain the intermittent HCS beds within and above facies MBS. Because of this, facies 

MBS is typically interchangeable with facies HCS and PLS. As observed in Figure 14 

and Plate 1, two fill patterns are used for facies MBS. The pattern containing vertical 

lines among the random sand represents sandstones with more vertically-inclined bur

rows. This suggests slightly higher wave energies and thereby shallower water than the 

environment indicated by the random sand pattern. Facies MBS is ultimately overlain by 

facies BTR which shows faint remnants of trough cross stratification.

Facies MBS typically occurs at the bases of cliffs and weathers to a slightly recessive, 

rounded to blocky profile.

Facies MBS forms in a transition zone between fair and storm-weather wavebase in a 

fairly shallow marine environment. Its position within and above facies HCS, along with 

its extensively bioturbated nature, place this facies in the middle shoreface.

Facies PLS - Parallel-laminated sandstone. Facies PLS consists of very 
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fine- to lower medium-grained glauconitic sandstones. Individual beds range in thickness 

from 3 to 8 in and consist of fining upward, parallel-laminated sandstones (Fig. 20). 

Each bed has an extremely low relief scour base. Within the bed, rare evidences of 

biologic reworking (Chondrites and occasional Ophiomorphd) increase upward and may 

obliterate all traces of lamination. Thin mud drapes and faint current-ripple lamination 

occasionally cap a bed. Facies PLS typically displays 10s to 100s of stacked, parallel 

beds. In a vertical succession, these beds tend to thicken upwards.

Facies PLS grades downward into facies MBS. It grades laterally and is typically 

overlain by facies BTR. It is a prominent cliff former. Beds within facies PLS exhibit 

characteristics common to elements A-D of a Bouma Sequence (Bouma, 1962). The 

massive, graded element A typically makes up the lower 1/3 to 1/2 of the bed. The 

predominant planar-parallel laminae of element B occupy the upper 1/2 to 1/3 of the bed. 

Elements C and D are represented by occasional thin caps of ripple laminae and mud 

drapes. Facies PLS is relatively rare other than in portions of sequences #1 and #4. It 

appears to represent a zone slightly below or at storm weather wave base affected by 

episodic, high flow regime, sand-laden currents at the low-relief, distal reaches of a point- 

sourced plume.

Facies BTR: Bioturbated trough cross-stratified sandstone. Facies 

BTR consists of fine-grained sandstones which are characterized by biogenic reworking 

of trough cross-stratified sandstones (Fig. 21). Bioturbation is dominant though faint 

laminae exist. Large, sub-vertical (1/2 to 3/4 in diameter, 2 to 4 in long) Ophiomorpha 

and Thalassanoides obliterate most traces of physical sedimentary structures. Typically 

the thickness and lateral continuity of the physical sedimentary structures are indetermi-
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Figure 20: Facies PLS (Parallel-laminated sandstone). Section RIM87, sequence #1 (see 

also Figure 35).
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Figure 21: Facies BTR (bioturbated trough cross-stratified sandstone). This seven foot 

exposure grades from facies MBS at its base, to facies TRX at the top. The middle 

portion contains Ophiomorpha and hints of trough cross-stratification typical of facies

BTR.
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nate because of bioturbation. Carbonaceous detritus and rip-up clasts are common 

constituents.

This facies forms cliffs and is gradational with the underlying facies MBS. The first 

consistent traces of preserved laminae within the bioturbated sands mark the base of 

facies BTR. Facies BTR grades upward into facies TRX. This facies break is made at 

that point where complete physical sedimentary structures are preserved.

Facies BTR occurs above fair-weather wave base in a shallow marine setting. Trough 

cross-stratification suggests deposition in the upper shoreface. The intensity of bioturba

tion, however, places this facies in the extreme lower part of the upper shoreface.

Facies TRX: Trough cross-stratified sandstone. Facies TRX consists of 

fine- to medium-grained, trough cross-stratified sandstone. Most trough sets are 1 to 3 ft 

thick but range from 4 in to 4 ft (Fig. 22). Minor amounts of wood fragments and clay 

rip-up clasts line some basal bounding surfaces of the trough cross sets. Internal laminae 

are frequently highlighted by concentrations of vitrinite grains. Occasional beds of 

parallel-laminated sandstones (1 to 6 in thick), as well as thin (1/2 to 1 in), laterally 

discontinuous, current and oscillation ripple laminae sets are observed. This facies is not 

strongly burrowed, though near-vertical Ophiomorpha up to 1 in diameter and 3 to 4 in 

long occur sporadically.

This facies is distinguished from the underlying facies BTR by the predominance of 

trough cross stratification and a paucity of biogenic structures. This lower contact with 

facies BTR is gradational.

Facies TRX grades into ripple-laminated sandstone of the overlying facies RLS. 

Facies RLS occurs rarely and therefore facies TRX is typically overlain either by carbo-
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Figure 22: Facies TRX (trough cross-stratified, sandstone).
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naceous shales (facies CPS), or a deeper water facies (e.g., facies ISM). This facies is a 

major cliff-former and exhibits sharp, blocky faces.

Facies TRX develops above fair-weather wave base in a shallow-marine setting. The 

predominance of trough cross stratification indicates deposition in the upper shoreface. 

The strong dominance of the physical structures over biogenic structures indicates that 

periods of physical transport and deposition dominated over periods of reduced transport 

when biota could have effectively reworked the sediment.

Facies RLS - Ripple-laminated sandstone. Facies RLS consists of fine- to 

medium-grained, ripple-laminated sandstone (Fig. 23). Laminae sets range from 1/2 to 1 

1/2 in thick and the set boundaries are typically parallel and horizontal to slightly in

clined. Interference ripples on bedding surfaces are common. Occasional thin (1/2 to 1 

ft) trough cross-stratified sandstones appear within this facies. Although this facies is 

almost entirely dominated by physical structures, rare near-vertical Ophiomorpha occur.

Facies RLS is distinguished from the underlying facies TRX by the dominance of 

ripple-laminated sets. The contact between these facies is either gradational or may 

display slight basal scouring. Within observed vertical sequences, facies RLS is rare. 

Where present, it is overlain either by carbonaceous paper-shale (facies CPS), or by a 

deeper water facies. On outcrop, this facies weathers similar to facies TRX and produces 

sharp, blocky cliff faces.

Facies RLS develops above fair weather wave base in a shallow marine setting. The 

dominance of ripple laminations over the trough cross-stratification and the lack of 

significant biogenic activity suggest deposition in the upper extent of the upper shoreface. 

Interference ripples and low-angle to horizontal laminae set boundaries confirm the
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Figure 23: Facies RLS (ripple-laminated sandstone).
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extremely shallow origin of this facies.

Facies MTR: Mega-trough cross-stratified sandstone. Facies MTR 

consists of fine- to medium-grained, large-scale trough cross-stratified sandstone. 

Troughs typically display 5 to 10 ft of relief (Fig. 24). The bases of such troughs are 

dominated by series of thick (2 in to 1 ft) clay rip-up clast zones. The internal laminae 

surfaces are occasionally defined by coatings (<l/4 in thick) of organic vitrinitic debris.

Facies MTR is not common, but where present, it typically overlies facies TRX. 

Important distinctions between the two lie in the great size difference of the troughs, and 

facies MTR’s lack of bioturbation, abundance of clay clasts and organic debris, and most 

importantly, the scoured nature of its basal contact. Facies MTR is overlain by either 

carbonaceous shale (facies CPS), or a deeper water facies (e.g. facies ISM). This facies 

typically occupies the upper ledges of cliffs and weathers as a slightly rounded, resistant 

unit with undulatory basal and upper contacts.

The environment of deposition for facies MTR occurs between the upper shoreface 

(facies TRX) and floodplain deposits (facies CPS). The marked lack of bioturbation 

indicates a predominantly nonmarine influence. The clay-clast-rich scour base suggests a 

fluvial association.

Facies CPS: Carbonaceous “paper” shale. This facies consists of reddish- 

brown to purple carbonaceous shale (Fig. 25). The finely laminated, fissile shale has a 

distinct paper-like texture. Carbonaceous detritus is abundant, and includes plant frag

ments and small (to 1/8 in) vertical root traces. Occasional thin (1 to 2 in) organic-rich, 

very fine-grained sandstones are interbedded with the paper shale. Thin (<l/2 in), carbo-
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Figure 24: Facies MTR (mega-trough cross-stratified sandstone). The trough scours 6 ft 

deep and extends from the man’s right hand downward to the cliff face. Section STE, 

sequence #4.
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Figure 25: Facies CPS (carbonaceous paper shale) and facies C (coal). The slope

forming, reddish-brown shale represents facies CPS.
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naceous mudstone layers also occur.

Facies CPS commonly overlies trough cross-stratified sandstones (facies TRX), and 

is often gradational with overlying coals. Facies CPS is distinguished from the shale and 

mudstone of Facies LM by its distinctive color and its characteristic texture, as well as by 

its association with coaly or organic-rich material. This facies typically is poorly exposed 

and weathers as a recessive slope-former.

Facies CPS formed on a coastal plain. The nonmarine shales suggest deposition in a 

relatively low energy, restricted environment (floodplain, lake, or swamp). The common 

vertical gradation of Facies CPS into coal supports this interpretation.

Facies C: Coal. Facies C consists of black, bedded coal (Fig. 25). The coal 

contains variable amounts of ash and detritus, and typically occurs as thin beds (1/2 to 3 

ft thick). The coal facies commonly has a gradational base into carbonaceous shale of 

facies CPS. Coal is relatively rare within a vertical section and typically marks the top of 

a shoaling-up sequence. Facies C was deposited in a wetland marsh or mire.

Facies LAG: Transgressive lag. Facies LAG consists of a diverse range of 

lithologies. Typically the rock is a conglomeratic sandstone with well-rounded chert 

pebbles of 1/4 to 1/2 in diameter (Fig. 26). The matrix is a fine to coarse, poorly-sorted 

sandstone. The chert pebbles are not always present and a thin veneer of shark teeth may 

be observed in their place. Occasionally, large discoidal chert pebbles from 1/2-2 in 

diameter mark this horizon and may weather out of a shale or bentonite-rich section (Fig. 

27).

This facies is typically less than 1 ft thick. Primary sedimentary structures are rare
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Figure 26: Facies LAG (transgressive lag). Black chert pebble lag/conglomerate at 

section HAL, sequence #8.
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Figure 27: Facies LAG (transgressive lag). Note the presence of numerous black chert 

pebbles in the shale. Section RR, 10 ft above sequence #8.
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though trough cross beds and planar laminae can sometimes be seen.

Facies LAG represents a transgressive reworking surface (lag) and, where present, 

occurs at the top of a genetic sequence. Its stratigraphic position is not facies specific 

though most typically it is found above facies TRX capping resistant ledges.

In summary, each genetic sequence does not necessarily contain a complete 

vertical succession of all 12 facies. Indeed, this is the exception due not only to the 

paleogeographic position of the measured section, but also to transgressive ravinement, 

subaerial erosion, and the distinct likelihood of facies substitutions. The most likely 

interchangeable facies as shown in Plate 1 and Figure 15, are facies PLS, HCS, and MBS. 

These facies are invariably bounded at their base by facies ISM and their tops by facies 

BTR. A similar set of interchangeable facies is CPS and C; developed as a facies mosaic 

on the coastal plain.

Bitlines Outcrop Overview

This section discusses sequence stacking patterns and their physiographic expressions 

from west to east along the Eagle Sandstone outcrop near Billings. Plate 1 and Figure 28 

complement outcrop photographs and provide the best references for this discussion. 

Individual sequences and their interpreted origins are discussed more extensively in later 

chapters.

Eight sequences were observed in outcrop, but in the subsurface two more sequences 

appear to the west and northwest. Due to their near vertically-stacked natures, sequences 

#2 and #3 are considered together in this discussion. Sequence #4 can be split on outcrop 

into two vertically-stacked genetic sequences. However the break between these in the
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Figure 28: Genetic sequence stratigraphy of the Eagle Sandstone, Billings, Montana. 
The stacking pattern of the eight sequences is defined by the shifts in the upper shoreface 
facies.
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subsurface is indistinct and therefore the two are designated as subunits of sequence #4.

As previously stated, Olson (1961) divided the Eagle into four members—a discon

tinuous lower member, second and third members which extend further seaward than the 

first, and a fourth member which is slightly displaced seaward of the second and third 

members. In contrast to Olson’s work, the eight genetic sequences recognized herein 

show the stacking pattern illustrated in Figure 28. Equivalents to Olson’s (1961) four 

members are as follows: Olson’s first member encompasses sequences #1, #2, and #3; 

Olson’s second member contains sequences #4-7; Olson’s third member is equivalent to 

sequence #8; and Olson’s problematical fourth member appears to lie well within the 

overlying Claggett Shale and an equivalent is not described in this study.

Starting from the west (landward during the Campanian), section STE contains 

sequences #1-7 (Fig. 29). Sequence #1 is predominantly facies MBS. Sequence #2/3 is 

largely a recessive slope former due to its shaleyness and the presence of thin facies HCS 

and MBS . Sequence #4 forms a thick cliff and consists of facies TRX and MTR. A 

ledge of sequence #5 is seen in the right 1/3 of the photo and consists of facies TRX. 

Sequence #6 forms a somewhat recessive ledge of facies TRX and directly underlies the 

mesa-capping sequence #7 which is also composed largely of facies TRX. Sequence #8 

is not present in this photo because of surficial erosion.

Figure 30, taken some 2 miles to the northeast, shows the topographic expression of 

sequences #4, #6, #7, #8, and the Claggett Shale at section RR. The facies of #4-7 are 

similar to those at STE, as are those of sequences #1 and #2/3 (not pictured). Sequence 

#8, which forms the top ledge of the Eagle Sandstone and lies directly beneath the 

Claggett Shale, consists predominantly of facies TRX. Sequence #5 also is exposed in 

several drainages here and overlies coals of sequence #4 (Fig. 31).
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Figure 29: Section STE is located at the western extent of the outcrop study area.and 

displays sequences #1-7. View is to the west.
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Shale.

Figure 30: Section RR viewed to the west-northwest. Benches in the subdued topogra

phy show positions of sequences #4, #6, #7, and #8, along with the overlying Claggett
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Figure 31: Sequence #5 at section RR. Note the 1 ft coal which caps the underlying

sequence #4.
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Some 2.5 miles to the southeast, section C2 (nw/nw 29-1N-25E) displays sequences 

#1, #2/3 and #4 (Fig. 32). A significant scour contact within #4 hints at the possible 

presence of two vertically stacked sequences. This scour contact, marked at places by a 

slight shale break, continues to the east as seen at section WH (Fig. 33). The predomi

nant facies in the #4 cliff is TRX. The facies of #1 and #2/3 are primarily MBS though 

facies BTR caps sequence #1.

Section ZIM87 lies 2.5 miles east of section WH along the “rimrock” (Fig. 34). 

Surface erosion has removed the sequences above #4. Within sequence #1, a westward 

dipping accretion surface defines a wedge which largely contains facies TRX. Sequence 

#2 consists of facies MBS, and sequence #3 consists of MBS and HCS. The base of 

sequence #4 caps the cliff as a thin ledge of facies TRX.

Along the rimrock, only sequence #1 is exposed for five miles from section ZIM87 to 

section RIM87. Sections north of the outcrop, however, allow interpretations to be made 

across this gap. Section RIM87, at the northeast comer of Billings, prominently displays 

sequences #1-3 and the basal part of sequence #4 (Fig. 35). Here, facies PLS dominates 

sequence #1. Sequence #2 is still entirely facies MBS and sequence #3 is mostly isolated 

HCS with a thin cap of TRX. Basal #4 is predominantly made up of amalgamated facies 

HCS.

Across the Yellowstone River two miles to the southeast are excellent exposures of 

the underlying Telegraph Creek Shale. Overlying this are sequences #1-4 (Fig. 16).

Section RT lies 1.5 miles further to the southeast and displays a thinning of facies 

HCS in sequence #3 (Fig. 36). Sequences #1 and #2 retain thicknesses and facies rela

tionships similar to those in section RIM87. Figure 35 shows a thin (1.5 ft) ledge within 

sequence #2 which is laterally continuous and is highlighted by the differential erosion of
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Figure 32: Section C2. Note the sharp scour contact which extends downward and to the 

right within sequence 4. View is to the east.
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Figure 33: Section WH viewed to the north. Sequence #1 occurs at the base, sequence 

#2/3 lies in the recessive interval between #1 and #4. Note the thin shale break and slight 

scour within sequence #4.
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Figure 34: Section ZIM87 viewed to the northeast. Notice the southwesterly-directed 

lateral accretion surface in sequence #1. Sequences #2, #3, and #4 step progressively off

the back of the cliff.
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Figure 35: Section RIM87 viewed to the north shows sequences #1, #2, and #3. Note the 

prominent facies PLS in sequence 1, and the extensive HCS in sequence #3. Sequence 

breaks are marked by recessive, weedy intervals. For scale, sequence #1 is approxi

mately 100 ft thick.
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Figure 36: Section RT shows sequences #1-3. Note the sharp planar truncation of 

sequences #1 and #2. Sequence #3 consists entirely of facies HCS. View is to the north

northwest.
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two thin bentonitic stringers. Sequence #4, which caps the ridge, consists entirely of 

facies HCS. To the north and east, behind the rimrock, sequence #8 appears as an 8 ft 

ledge of facies MBS and BTR.

Four miles to the southeast of section RT, section MW87 displays the entire Eagle 

sandstone (Fig. 37). Only sandstones from sequences #1, #4 and #8 are distinguishable, 

however, as sequences #2, #3, #5, #6 and #7 have graded into a shalier facies. Sequence 

#1 has lost most of its facies PLS and is predominantly facies MBS. Sequence #4 is 

largely facies TRX. Sequence #8 lies 8 ft below a chert pebble lag and consists primarily 

of facies TRX.

Four miles east of section MW, sequence #4 forms a thick basal cliff at section HAL 

which is composed mostly of facies TRX with lesser amounts of HCS and PLS (Figs. 38 

and 46). Sequence #8 forms the cliff-capping ledge and is dominated by facies TRX. 

Sequence #1 is not exposed but appears further to the east as a thin ledge of facies MBS.

At the eastern extent of the field study, ten miles east of section HAL, section FL 

displays sequences #1, #4 and #8. Sequence #8 displays several accretion surfaces and 

forms a very thick, prominent cliff composed largely of facies TRX (Figs. 39 and 48). 

Sequences #4 and #1 form thin, lower benches and consist of facies MBS and HCS, 

respectively.

Billings Outcrop Sequence Descriptions

The following pages describe each genetic sequence as observed in outcrop. Plate 1 will 

be most helpful in following the discussions of paleogeographic facies shifts. References 

will be made to measured sections in that plate. Referring back to previous figures 

(photos) of the outcrop also will be helpful.
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Figure 37: Section MW87 as viewed to the northeast. Sequences #1, #4, and #8, are 

exposed at the left 2/3 of the photo. A sandstone within the Claggett Shale is seen at the 

upper right hand corner of the photo.
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Figure 38: Section HAL as viewed to the east. The basal cliff (sequence #4) is 58 ft 

thick and contains largely facies TRX with minor PLS. Facies TRX occurs in the cliff

capping sequence #8.
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Figure 39: Section FL, as viewed to the north. The upper sand (sequence #8) is 60 ft 

high (see also Figure 48). The lower sand is sequence #4.
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Sequence #1. Within the field area, sequence #1 occurs as an isolated len- 

soidal sand in two dimensions (Shelton, 1965). This sequence pinches out both to the 

east and to the west into marine shales. As shown in Figures 34 and 40, this sequence is 

made up of a series of landward (westward) accreting sand wedges with shale-draped 

sigmoidal bounding surfaces which downlap to the southwest. This suggests a northerly 

component to the source. Individual wedges attain thicknesses in excess of 60 ft at sec

tion RIM87. The preserved facies display a general westward shoaling from facies MBS 

at section MW87, to facies TRX at section ZIM87 (Plate 1). Shelton (1965) suggested 

that this unit was subaerially exposed after deposition but that the evidence for subaerial 

exposure was removed during the ensuing transgression. At section ZIM87, water depths 

reflected by strata at the top of the wedge were extremely shallow as indicated by inter

ference ripples and abundant vertical Skolithos. Within the same wedge, facies TRX is 

well developed and grades downward and to the east into facies BTR and PLS (section 

RIM87). West of its shoalest extent (section ZIM87), sequence#! facies deepen to BTR 

and MBS at section RR. Further to the west, sequence #1 consists entirely of shales and 

mudstones with a thin 8 ft cap of MBS by section WF87.

The top of sequence #1 is essentially a planar surface which is traceable throughout 

the study area. This surface truncates all wedge-bounding lateral accretion surfaces and 

is thoroughly bioturbated. The lateral accretion surfaces pictured in Plate 1 as westward

dipping clinoforms consist of thin shale drapes. These shale drapes vary in thickness 

along a single clinoform from 2-3 in at the top of the clinoform to 2-3 ft at the toe of the 

clinoform. This is best viewed at the ZIM87 locality. Thicknesses of shale drapes not 

only vary along a single bounding surface (clinoform), but also across a series of wedges,
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Figure 40: Three dimensional morphology of sequence #1, Billings, Montana.
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suggesting either differing hiatal durations or changing proximities of a sediment source 

during the depositional history of sequence #1. The sand wedges appear to demonstrate a 

stacking pattern in the thickness of their shale drapes and the relative degree of facies 

shifts across wedge boundaries. The inter-wedge shale at section RIM87 is thicker than 

that of its more western counterparts. Though this may reflect only the duration of the 

depositional hiatus, it also may indicate the distance to the source of the sand. A thinning 

of intervening shale-breaks, and the predominance of shallower facies (TRX and BTR) 

towards the middle (section ZIM87) demonstrates the southward and westward prograda

tion of this sand “bar” (Fig.40). The systematic deepening of intra-wedge facies west of 

ZIM87 indicates a northerly retreat of the sediment source until the sand supply to the 

western end of the “bar” is ultimately cut off.

Shelton (1965) interpreted this unit as being located more than 50 miles from the 

shoreline, a barrier island similar to the present day Galveston Island,. The trend of 

Shelton’s barrier island is to the northwest, as illustrated by Figure 41. Technically, the 

comparison of the Galveston barrier island to sequence #1 is incorrect due to the oppos

itely-directed accretion surfaces (seaward vs. landward) of the two sand bodies. The 

landward-accreting nature of sequence #1 is duplicated in the lowermost member of the 

Eagle Sandstone in the vicinity of the central Montana uplift (Rice and Shurr, 1983). 

Similar “shelf bars” have been described in the upper Mancos Shale (Campanian) of 

northwestern Colorado by Boyles and Scott (1982). Since these locales are widely 

separated, it is not likely that a single intermittent sediment source is the primary control 

on all of the bars’ development. An overprinting of episodic eustatic rises on several 

large point sources of sediment, whose supply rates or positions (autogenic switching) 

may vary, seems to best explain the landward stacking of sand. Local subsidence or
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Figure 41: Subsurface trend of sequence #1 (modified from Shelton, 1965). 
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uplift may concentrate the position of the sand’s accumulation.

It may be important to note that the genesis of these mud shelf sand bars is apparently 

different from the Campanian bar-form Sussex Sandstone. Though current theories 

suggest their origin as prograding sand sheets driven randomly onto the shelf by storm 

currents (Brenner, 1979) or low flow regime shelf currents (Berg, 1975), recent studies 

done by the author show the greater likelihood of the Sussex originating as a lowstand, 

unconformity-bounded, shoreline-attached remnant. The presence of chert pebble trans

gressive lags, stacked genetic sequences, an apparent basal unconformity, and the sand

stone’s paleogeographic coincidence within differential compaction-induced lows just 

seaward of earlier shorelines, all support this lowstand, shoreline-attached origin.

Several critical points must be analyzed in interpreting the genesis of sequence #1. 

Technically, the unit is bar-form as demonstrated by its westward and eastward pinchouts 

into marine mudstones and shales. The “bar” initially prograded to the south and west 

and then retreated to the north. This accounts for the relative shoaling of facies in the 

outcrop’s mid-bar position. Other than the large-scale shale-draped breaks of the lateral 

accretion surfaces, the sand supply was constant. Significant shale breaks within wedges 

which otherwise would demonstrate a sand-poor system are entirely lacking. In facies 

PLS, high flow regime storm sands are occasionally capped by either thin mud drapes, 

faint current-ripple lamination, or moderate bioturbation. This demonstrates that inter

vening periods of relative quiet were brief and suggests a close proximity of the “bar” to 

an immense sand source. The source of sand is most likely the thick, extensive, Virgelle 

shoreface. The Virgelle is described in wells of the Lake Basin Field 25 miles west of 

Billings (Jones, 1985), only 8 miles west of Shelton’s (1965) landward pinchout of the 

bar. If this is true, a shoreline equivalent exists much closer than previously documented.
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Coincidently, a thin ledge of TRX facies which may represent the seaward pinchout of 

Virgelle shoreface sands appears at the equivalent stratigraphic position of sequence #1 at 

section RK (c/ne 4-2S-23E).

In this study, I choose to use the term “plume” instead of “offshore/shelf bar” to 

describe these deposits because of the numerous differences in descriptions, geometries, 

and inferred origins of sand bodies cataloged as “offshore/shelf bars”. Because of the 

lack of subsurface detail which would verify an exact position of shoreline attachment, 

the term “spit” was also avoided. Palmer and Scott (1984) described coastline-parallel 

plumes of sand originating from a point source within the LaVentana Tongue (Cam

panian) of the San Juan Basin. Their model is based on a similar plume associated with 

the modern-day Nile River delta (Coleman et al., 1981). The sequence #1 plume proba

bly originated from a point source associated with the Virgelle shoreline. Palynological 

samples taken near the base of sequence #1 at section WH showed no dinoflagellates. 

The presence of pollen however, suggests the influence of a terrestrial source.

The planar upper surface of sequence #1 truncates the lateral accretion surfaces. 

Shelton (1965) suggested that this truncation occurred during a minor transgression 

following the deposition of sequence #1. This is a reasonable interpretation since the 

landward-building nature of the plume requires that relative sea level was either constant 

or rising during its deposition. The stacking geometry displayed by wedges of the plume 

likely reflects varying rates of shoreline progradation overprinted by this relative sea

level rise. It is probable that the transgression and resulting ravinement (Swift, 1968) of 

the plume was concurrent with the plume’s retreat. The eastern- and western-most 

surface of the plume may be primarily depositional since ravinement would otherwise be 

required to cut into the lower middle shoreface, to lower shoreface.
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Several other explanations for the sharp truncation of the plume may be postulated. 

An abrupt sea level fall may have subjected the plume to subaerial erosion. This doesn’t 

seem as likely since the surface is extremely planar, with no evidence of subaerial expo

sure, scour or incision. No sandstones were seen to the east at a stratigraphic position 

which would be required by such a relative sea-level fall.

The potential exists for structural control on the plume’s development. Thom (1935) 

reported various structural features related to the Big Hom uplift which parallel the trend 

of Shelton’s (1965) bar. Though little surface evidence exists in the immediate area of 

the sequence #1 plume for northwest-southeast basement faulting, the basement faulting 

shown in Figure 42 produces nearby structural features as the Lake Basin fault zone and 

the Crooked Creek anticline (Roberts, 1972, and Feltis, 1984). Recurrent movement of 

an up thrown basement block with associated topographic relief on the seafloor could 

explain the localization of the plume. The landward-building nature of sequence #1 is 

most likely related to a eustatic rise but its position may have been maintained by the 

landward tilting of such an upthrown, structural block. Tectonically driven storm waves 

may have been generated which planed off the upper plume. Future seismic work in the 

area could help to confirm the presence of basement faults in this area and reveal their 

possible effects on sedimentation.

Sequences #2 and #3. Sequences #2 and #3 appear to mirror sequence #1. 

Each is a lensoidal sand body which is restricted paleogeographically above the plume of 

sequence #1. Because the near vertically stacked nature of the two sequences makes their 

distinction difficult in the subsurface, they are discussed together as sequence #2/3. The 

two sequences were initially recognized and divided on the basis of their topographic and
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facies expression at section RIM87. The #2/3 break shows a slight deepening across a 

surface which is continuous throughout the study area.

Sequence #2 is made up of bioturbated sands of facies MBS. The only variation is a 

1.5 ft ledge in the middle of the sequence which is continuous throughout the study area. 

This ledge is also facies MBS but is bounded by thin bentonitic stringers at its base and 

top, thus establishing it as a time-significant surface. The surface drops stratigraphically 

to the west from 16 ft above the top of sequence #1 at section DC87, to 12 ft above 

sequence #1 at section ZIM87. This demonstrates a much shallower westward dip than 

the lateral accretion surfaces within sequence #1. However, the westward dipping time 

surfaces of both surfaces and their paleogeographic coincidence suggest a common 

genesis. The thoroughly bioturbated nature of sequence #2 and its coincident areal 

restriction with sequence #1, suggest that it is the result of slow sedimentation at the 

distal end of a plume. This distal position is further substantiated by the shallow-dipping, 

low-relief time surface. An oyster concretion at section RT (Fig. 43) suggests that a 

somewhat restricted environment (“back-plume bay”) or hardground on the surface of 

sequence #1 may have developed.

Sequence #3 consists primarily of facies HCS. At the RIM87 and LARS sections, 

however, HCS shoals into facies TRX. Paleocurrent measurements taken from trough 

cross-bedding, show that flow directions were predominantly southeasterly. Thickness 

variations of the HCS facies are evident with a maximum thickness of 44 ft being devel

oped near section RIM87, and a minimum of 8 ft at section LARS. To the west, se

quences #2 and #3 are welded together in the vicinity of section WH, and the amalga

mated #2/3 ultimately grades into predominantly shale-rich facies near section STE. The 

appearance of facies BTR at a stratigraphically equivalent position in section WF87
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Figure 43: Oyster-rich concretion in sequence #2 (section RT) suggests a restricted 

marine or hardground environment. Compare also to Figure 45 showing a similar oc

curence in sequence #4.
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further to the west, hints at a possible shoreline equivalent for these sequences.

The parallels between the sequence #1 plume and the combined sequence #2/3 are 

significant. Besides their close paleogeographic coincidence, similar facies progressions 

are developed. The thickest facies HCS of sequence #2/3 is coincident with the facies 

PLS thick of sequence #1 (these are interchangeable facies). A surface separating facies 

MBS and PLS in sequence #1 is shown in Figure 44. This surface has an identical twin in 

the sequence #2/sequence #3 break. Basinward to the east-southeast, sequence #3 sand

stones (facies HCS) lift off of sequence #2 (facies MBS) and begin to grade into a pre

dominantly shale-rich facies between sections RT and DC87. This parallels in sequence 

#1 the disappearance of facies PLS to the east. Within 1.5 miles basinward of sequence 

#3’s shaling, sequence #2 grades into shale between sections DC87 and IC. This paral

lels sequence #l’s subsequent easterly loss of facies MBS into shale. For these reasons 

sequence #2/3 likely has a similar origin to sequence #1. The deeper facies (MBS) and 

thinness of sequence #2 relative to sequence #1 suggests that sequence #2 represents a 

more distal paleogeographic position on a plume than that of sequence #1. This indicates 

that the source of sequence #2 has stepped landward relative to that of sequence #1. This 

landward step was due to the rise in relative sea level which terminated the deposition of 

the sequence #1 plume. Sequence #3 shows facies equivalent to those of sequence #1 

(HCS and TRX). Its thinness suggests a more distal position than the sequence #1 plume. 

However, the geographic shift in the occurrence of facies TRX between sequences #1 and 

#3 suggests that sequence #3 may represent a slight seaward step relative to sequences #1 

and #2. This is demonstrated by the concentration of facies TRX near sections ZIM87 

and PCW87 in sequence #1, and near sections RIM87 and LARS in sequence #3; a 

seaward shift of 5 miles. Sequence #3 was apparently deposited during a stillstand to
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Figure 44: Sequence #1 (section DC) is separated into an upper facies PLS and a lower 

facies MBS by a concretion layer. Sequence #2 occurs here as facies MBS and may 

actually represent the #2/3 basal equivalent of the sequence #l’s basal MBS. Sequence 

#3 is absent here but occurs as facies HCS less than 1 mi to the north-northwest. Se

quence #4 caps the outcrop. View is to the north-northwest.
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slight drop in relative sea level.

Sequence #4. Sequence #4 is the most widespread sequence within the field 

area. Initially, sequence #4 was divided into two sequences on the basis of a shaley 

parting which is traceable throughout the study area. This surface shows evidence of 

scour and may be regarded as a boundary between two vertically stacked subsequences 

(Figs. 32 and 33). There are typically no significant facies changes across this boundary 

as demonstrated at sections LCC87, BAT, and PL. From section WF87 in the west, to 

section ZIM87 at Billings (mid-outcrop), this sequence forms a prominent cliff and is 

composed largely of facies TRX, RLS, MTR, CPS, and C. This is the only sequence 

which preserved coal within the study area. The coal has been mined in the vicinity of 

section RR.

At mid-outcrop, recent surface erosion has destroyed most of sequence #4 between 

sections ZIM87 and RT (Plate 1). However, at an equivalent depositional strike position 

north of the rimrock, outcrops of sequence #4 display predominantly facies TRX. East 

and southeast of section RT, facies TRX is eventually replaced by HCS. Where present, 

facies TRX caps facies HCS with a basal scour surface correlatable with the shale parting 

to the west.

At the eastern half of the outcrop, amalgamated facies HCS dominates sequence #4 

between sections RT and IC. At section IC, facies BTR begins to appear and sequence 

#4 ultimately grades into a thick cliff of facies TRX by section HAL87. At this point, 

sequence #4 again breaks into two subsequences, both largely containing facies TRX 

(Fig. 38). The 1/2 to 2 ft break consists of a diverse range of facies along depositional 

dip resembling ISM, MBS, TRX, and LAG. An oyster hash, along with shark teeth, 
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siderite clay clasts, and bone fragments, occurs within the break (Fig. 45).

Further to the east at section FL, sequence #4 consists entirely of facies MBS and 

slumped sands with numerous dewatering structures. This suggests a rapid deposition of 

sand near a break in slope. Such a slope break may have been accentuated by the east

ward loss of sands in sequences #1 and #2/3.

At HAL, the basal subsequence of sequence #4 displays facies PLS very similar to 

that seen in the sequence #1 plume (Fig. 46). This, along with the eastward shoaling of 

facies between RT and HAL, and the oyster hash at HAL, all suggest a common origin 

with the sequence #1 and #2/3 plumes. A second, more likely possibility, is that differen

tial ravinement was concentrated over topographic highs formed by sequences’ #1-3 

plumes at the termination of sequence #4, thereby removing a large portion of facies 

TRX between sections RT and IC. This theory is further investigated in the subsurface 

study (phase 2) of sequence #4.

The progradation of sequence #4 into the study area is marked by evidence for a high 

energy, rapid influx of sand. This is demonstrated by the presence of large oriented logs, 

rip-up clasts and blocks of sandstone, scour contacts, the marked lack of facies MBS 

between facies HCS and TRX, and the slumped sands to the east. This is consistent with 

Rice and Sburr’s (1983) description of the middle member of the Eagle Sandstone in the 

vicinity of the central Montana uplift, suggesting than an areally extensive rapid drop in 

relative sea level occurred during this time.

Sequence #4 gives the first complete view of a coastal plain-to-shoreline and possibly 

a bay-to-plume transition. This sequence represents a major seaward-step after sequence 

#2/3. The back-plume bay which formed during sequence #1 was largely filled with 

shale and mudstones during the progradation of sequence #2/3. This allowed sequence
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Figure 45: Oyster hash in sequence #4 (section HAL) suggests deposition on a marine 

hardground or a somewhat restricted bay-like environment.
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Figure 46: Facies PLS in sequence #4 (section HAL) suggests a similar origin with 

sequence #1.
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#4 to prograde rapidly over that former depression. The shale-rich depression was likely 

compacted by the thick #4 sands late in the deposition of sequence #4, forming a low 

which served to localize and preserve the coal deposits. Further to the east, the strand 

may have stalled over the shoalest extent of the #2/3 plume near section LARS. If this is 

true, the sand bypassed the strand and formed the plume feature seen at section HAL. A 

second (preferred) explanation for the lack of facies TRX from sections RT to IC calls for 

selective transgressive ravinement of sequence #4 facies TRX above the uncompactable, 

paleotopographic pedestal formed by sequences’ #l-#3 plume sands.

Sequence #5. Sequence #5 is a very thin sequence and represents a major 

landward shift of the strandline. It is composed largely of facies TRX to the west and 

grades into HCS and MBS to the east. The sequence extends only as far east as CW87. 

Sequence #5 directly overlies the coal of sequence #4, typically placing facies MBS in 

direct contact with the coal (Fig. 7). This sequence was deposited following a rise of 

relative sea level which terminated the deposition of sequence #4.

Sequence #6. Sequence #6 is almost identical in its facies progression and 

extent as sequence #5. However, sequence #6 is slightly thicker than sequence #5, and 

though its facies TRX extends equally as far, its facies HCS can be followed farther to 

the east, north of the “rimrock” to section LBM (c/n/2 10-1N-25E).

Sequences #5 and #6 represent a relative highstand of sea level. Though they ap

proach a vertical stack, sequence #6 appears to slightly seaward-step sequence #5.

Sequence #7. Sequence #7 represents a slight seaward-step over sequence #6.
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Again, the facies progressions are very similar to those seen in sequence #6. Thick facies 

TRX extends from WF87 in the west (where #6 and #7 approach amalgamation), to 

section LBM (c/n/2 10-1N-25E) in the east, where it thins appreciably. The abrupt 

termination of sequence #7 forms a shark tooth lag which is best preserved at section 

BAT.

Sequence #8. Sequence #8 represents a seaward step over sequence #7 and 

directly underlies the Claggett Shale throughout the study area. A chert pebble horizon 

marks the top of this sequence and the position of the major Claggett transgression. The 

chert pebbles are black, discoidal, and well rounded, ranging from sand size to 2 inches in 

diameter.

To the west at sections WF87 and RR, sequence #8 appears as a prominent ledge 

consisting of facies TRX. The LAG facies occurs 10 ft above the sand in marine shales 

(Fig. 27). Because of the present day surface of erosion, Sequence #8 is eroded at mid

outcrop from section TUN, to 10 miles southeast where it reappears above section RT. 

Here a thin sand displaying 1-2 ft of facies BTR and occasional TRX underlies the LAG 

facies. This sequence thickens to the east and southeast (Fig. 47), displaying as much as 

22 ft of facies TRX at section HAL87. Here the chert pebble lag occurs within the upper 

2 ft of the sand (Fig. 26). Sequence #8 continues to the east where it forms a very promi

nent cliff containing in excess of 25 ft of facies TRX at section FL. Section FL shows the 

development of accretion surfaces which suggest a similarity with the sequence #1 plume 

(Fig. 48). The development of these surfaces and the thinning of the TRX facies to the 

west again suggest that either a plume was forming in this sequence, or ravinement was 

extreme and removed large quantities of facies TRX in the vicinity of sections RT and
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Figure 47: Northern and western pinchout of sequence #8 behind section RT. View is to 

the northeast.
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Figure 48: Sequence #8 at section FL. Note the presence of several accretion surfaces. 

This similarity to sequence #1 suggests a similar “plume’ origin. View is to the north

northeast. The outcrop is approximately 60 ft high.
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DC87.

Sequence #8 represents a significant lowering of relative sea level. Sequence #4 

represented a similar lowering and displays a plumose sandstone body at the same east

erly paleogeographic position. Just as the #4 “plume” is preserved seaward of the se

quence #1 and #2/3 plumes, so also a lobe is preserved in sequence# 8 seaward of se

quence #6 and #7 sand thicks. The presence of several small shoaling sequences within 

the sequence #8 lobe suggests a possible episodicity to the sand supply or erratic oscilla

tions of relative sea level at its “regressive maximum” prior to the major Claggett trans

gression.

The origin of the chert pebble lag and its use as a time surface are debatable. The lag 

is continuous throughout central Montana. Gautier (1981) suggested that it originates 

from cherts of the Castle Reef Dolomite exposed in the overthrust belt of western Mon

tana (see also Mudge, 1972). The discoidal, smooth nature of the pebbles suggest abra

sion in a shoreface or beach environment. It is likely that they represent transgressive 

lags due to the ravinement of shoreface deposits.

The question arises as to how the chert lag could rise stratigraphically from the top of 

a shoreface sand at the eastern extent of sequence #8, to 10 ft above that sequence within 

marine shales to the west. One possible explanation is that the sequence #8 lobe is 

actually a new sequence (say #8.5) which represents a seaward step relative to sequence 

#8. Ravinement of sequence #8.5 may explain the shale-to-lag-to-shale relationship 

observed to the west. It may also explain the westward thinning of the TRX facies in 

sequence #8.5 and could conceivably explain the development of several shoaling se

quences at section FL as seaward deposits of ravined shoreface sediments. If this is true 

however, the entire western (landward) portion of sequence #8.5 has been removed by
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ravinement except for its basal shales. Unless the westward pinchout of the lobe is 

actually a landward zero edge of the shoreface facies, this explanation would require 

ravinement to be active well below wave base.

A second, more likely explanation, deals with the development of a shale-filled 

trough occupying the same paleogeographic position as the coal deposits of sequence #4. 

This trough was formed by differential compaction of underlying shales. This area as 

seen in subsurface logs contains more than 100 ft of sequences’ #1-3, back-plume, bay

fill shale. Since this 100 ft is already compacted, a greater thickness existed originally. 

The loading caused by the deposition of 200 ft of sand in sequences #4-8 would have 

effected a thickness compaction of 60-70% (Weller, 1959). If this compaction continued 

during the termination of sequence #8, the strandline may have been actively sinking 

during the Claggett transgression. This consequent rise in relative sea level began to 

ravine the chert-laden shoreface sands of the sequence #8 lobe and an incursion of the sea 

into the more landward, compaction-induced trough ultimately distributed the lag over 

trough-filling marine muds and shales. A rapid relative sea-level rise over a wide, shal

low shelf, combined with a shutoff or landward damming of the sand supply could 

sufficiently explain the presence of marine shales in the compaction-induced trough.

Additional sequences. A subsurface study (phase 2) reveals the presence of two 

more sequences beyond the outcrop study area. A small landward-stepping sequence 

above #7 appears to the west and northwest in subsurface logs. This will herein be 

termed sequence #7.5. Also, far off to the northwest, a final, major landward-stepping 

sequence occurs above sequence #8 which will be termed sequence #9. These sequences 

had graded into a more shale-rich facies before reaching the paleogeographic position of 
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the outcrop and thus exist as covered intervals.
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PHASE 2: BILLINGS SUBSURFACE STUDY

The subsurface study of the Eagle Sandstone utilized the available well control in a 

7x9 township grid north of Billings (T1N-7N, R22E-30E) and in the Lake Basin gas field 

(TIN, R21E). Of the 50 wells within the study area, 42 were drilled after 1965 and thus 

post-date Shelton’s (1965) work. A list of all wells used in the Billings study is included 

as Appendix 1. The subsurface study was integrated with the measured sections near 

Billings (Plate 1). Four subsurface cross sections are included as Plates 2-5 and their 

locations are indicated on Figure 49.

A genetic sequence is most easily recognized in gamma-ray logs by a coarsening 

upwards profile, with a sharp shale kick terminating the sequence. Plates 2-5 demon

strate the subsurface recognition of genetic sequences and facies, along with the correla

tion methodology. Several cores of the Eagle Sandstone from the vicinity of Tiger Ridge 

gas field in north-central Montana were studied in order to assign generalized facies 

designations to well log signatures. Gamma-ray logs of these cores indicate that upper 

shoreface facies (facies TRX, BTR, and RLS) occur 40 API units to the left of the shale 

base-line. This value holds true also in other Cretaceous shoreline sandstones studied by 

the author.

All pre-1965 wells near Billings have exclusively spontaneous potential and resistiv

ity logs. Only 5 of these logs were used in this study. The remaining 45 well log suites 

contained gamma-ray logs. These logs were correlated on the basis of sequence-termi

nating deepening events. Facies correlation between these time-significant surfaces was 

accomplished by determining each log’s upper shoreface cutoff. Log scales vary and the 

40 API unit cutoff must be sized accordingly. Facies correlations were not allowed to
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Figure 49. Locations of measured sections and subsurface cross sections of Plates 1-5
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cross genetic sequence boundaries.

Subsurface Maps

Initially, three isopach maps were compiled for each sequence: (1) total preserved 

sequence thickness; (2) thickness of the preserved upper shoreface facies in each se

quence; and (3) percentage of upper shoreface to the total sequence thickness. To ap

proximate the paleobathymetric surface upon which each sequence was deposited, a 

fourth map of inferred paleobathymetry was constructed. This map contains several 

important assumptions. It was assumed that just prior to the onset of the Claggett trans

gression, the sequences of the Eagle Sandstone had filled the shelf bathymetry such that 

relief was minimal. This created a very shallow, flat shelf which was ultimately inun

dated by a relative rise in sea level. By flattening the top of the Eagle Sandstone and 

progressively stripping off the cumulative sequence thicknesses, an approximate 

paleobathymetric map was created. For example, to estimate the bathymetry prior to the 

deposition of sequence #4, the thicknesses of sequences #4-#9 were added. The thickest 

portion of this isopach map represents a paleobathymetric low present prior to the progra

dation of sequence #4.

Though structural information in the area (Fig. 42) was not initially factored into the 

mapping, structural controls on sedimentation soon became apparent and they are dis

cussed at length. In addition, corrections for compaction or ravinement were not made in 

the mapping. When reviewing the maps, thicknesses of shalier areas must be increased 

slightly due to post-deposition compaction. Thicknesses (or percentages) of upper 

shoreface sandstones may be increased to restore them to pre-ravinement values. The 

amount of paleotopographic/bathymetric relief over which transgressive ravinement acted 
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varies between sequences. It appears that the sequence #1 plume was subjected to in

tense ravinement. Sequence #4 suffered severest ravinement in the area of the #1-3 sand 

plumes due to their higher relief. Sequences #5-7 were deposited on a very low-relief 

shelf and were probably subjected to moderate, evenly-distributed ravinement. Sequence 

#8 was subjected to its most intense ravinement at a depositional knickpoint formed by 

the loss of sequence #5-7 sands.

Several sequences were grouped on the subsurface maps due to the difficulty in 

distinguishing between them at their shoreward extents. Sequences #2 and #3 are 

grouped as sequence #2/3. Sequences #5, #6, and #7, which represent a near-vertical 

stacking at a relative sea-level highstand are combined into sequence #5/6/7. Sequence 

#7.5 (not seen in outcrop) is grouped with sequence #8 as sequence #7.5/8. Though these 

combinations may account for a few peculiarities in the maps, the effect is not significant 

in that the sequences are either nearly vertically-stacked, or are stepping in the same 

direction with only slight offsets.

Initially, all of the maps were hand-contoured. To study the volumetric distribution 

of sequences and facies within them, and to extrapolate outside of the well control, 

computer (Intergraph/Zycor Inc.) maps of the same data were generated. These maps 

largely duplicated those done by hand, though at several points the contouring of rigid 

linearly extrapolated values seems to unjustly override geologic reasoning. Since the 

computer maps were generated independently, extrapolations may project high percent

ages of upper shoreface where the same sequence thickness map may extrapolate a zero 

thickness. For this reason, extrapolated values must be compared closely with the other 

maps.

In the following section, maps of sequence thickness, upper shoreface thickness,
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percentage upper shoreface, and paleobathymetric maps are analyzed for each sequence. 

Results from the upper shoreface thickness data are also discussed. This produces several 

generalizations concerning relationships among the distribution of upper shoreface facies, 

observed sequence thickness variations, and paleobathymetry. Inter-sequence strandline 

shifts are compared with those seen on outcrop in order to further substantiate changes in 

relative sea level. Also, the interaction of regional structural trends with depositional 

trends is investigated.

Sequence #1. Sequence #1 was interpreted on outcrop as an isolated sand 

plume that originated from a point source at the strandline to the north and west. Subsur

face maps confirm this interpretation and show the approximate position of the Virgelle- 

equivalent strandline 10-14 miles to the west (Fig. 50). The term “strandline” herein 

refers to the zero line (seaward pinchout) on the upper shoreface thickness and percent

age maps. Though this zero line actually occurs at approximately 30 ft of water depth 

(average fair-weather wave base), the actual strand would be displaced only 1 mile 

landward if the depositional slope was 1/3 degree, and 3 miles if the slope were 1/10 

degree. Since depositional slope was likely equal to or greater than this, the term “stran

dline” is used synonymously with the upper shoreface, zero contour.

No sub-sequence #1 break was picked in the subsurface because of the difficulty in 

distinguishing the lower extent of sequence #1 from underlying shales of the Telegraph 

Creek. Sequence #1 steps seaward over an underlying sand which exists to the west in 

the vicinity of the Lake Basin field (Plate 2). This sand produces gas in the field and is 

described as a Telegraph Creek sandstone (Jones, 1985), though it is actually a basal 

progradational unit in the overall seaward-stepping pattern of sequences #1-4
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Figure 50: Sequence #1, thickness of the upper shoreface facies (c.i.=10 ft).
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Since no basal marker was recognized for sequence #1, neither total thickness nor 

paleobathymetric maps could be constructed. An isopach map of the upper shoreface 

shows the development of a plume (Fig. 50). The western strandline displays 20-30 ft of 

upper shoreface sandstones. This is reasonable assuming a fair weather wave base of 30 

ft. To the east however, upper shoreface thicknesses up to 50 ft exist, suggesting an 

increased rate of subsidence during a relative sea-level stillstand. The anomalous shore

face “thicks” correspond with basement-controlled faults of the Crooked Creek anticline 

and the Lake Basin fault zone, structures which have been reactivated episodically 

(Roberts, 1972). The point-source of the plume is coincident with and apparently con

trolled by the intersection of the Crooked Creek fault and the Virgelle strandline. This 

fed sand into southerly-directed longshore currents and localized the sands at or above 

wave base within an actively subsiding Crooked Creek “trough.” This was a structural 

trough, exhibiting very little topographic relief but preserving large amounts of sediment 

due to its active subsidence. The plume’s general southwesterly trend suggests its local

ization along reactivated southwest-trending fault blocks of the Lake Basin fault zone. 

The southern and landward progradation of sequence #1 as displayed by accretion sur

faces in outcrop is explained by the deflection of the point-sourced sands by longshore 

and eddy currents during a relative sea-level stillstand to rise. Anomalous upper shore

face “thins” (less than 30 ft) which occur along the plume are due primarily to the effects 

of differential erosion during ravinement, rather than nondeposition. This accounts for 

the removal of up to 10-20 ft of upper shoreface in places.

The position of the strandline is not only controlled by the movement or stillstand of 

relative sea level, but may also be localized by the seaward limit of the underlying “Tele

graph Creek sand.” The position of a long, north-south trending fault (herein termed the
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Painted Robe fault) and the western end of the Lake Basin fault zone also may have 

influenced the strand’s position.

The slight disparity in plume trend compared to Shelton’s (1965) interpretation is due 

to the increased number and quality of well logs available in this area and to the use of 

facies isopachs rather than total thickness maps. It is unlikely that the east-west, com

puter-generated zero line along the north is real. It is more probable that the strandline is 

oriented nearly north-south, and that the plume, if present, intersects the strand to the 

northwest.

Sequence #2/3. In outcrop, sequence #2 represents a landward step and se

quence #3 represents a slight seaward step above sequence #1. Both duplicate its plume 

morphology. For reasons previously stated, sequences #2 and #3 are grouped as se

quence #2/3 for the subsurface study. A map of inferred paleobathymetry created by 

adding sequences #2-#9 approximates the bathymetry onto which sequence #2/3 pro

graded (Fig. 51). A northwest-southeast shelf trend is apparent. Up to 100 ft of negative 

relief (increased water depth) exists where the sequence #1 back-plume bay developed. 

This bay trends north-northeast with a significant east-west “T-bar” at its north end. This 

east-west trough corresponds with the Lake Basin Fault zone. Since the #2/3 thickness 

map (Fig. 52) matches the east-west trend, it is likely that movement and subsidence 

along the fault zone occurred during the deposition of sequence #2/3. The thickest 

portion of sequence #2/3 lies within the bay of sequence #1. A north-south trending thin 

is observed in the sequence #2/3 isopach map in townships 2N-3N, 23E suggesting 

control on sedimentation by the Painted Robe fault.

A slight southeast-trending trough exists on the paleobathymetric map along the
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Figure 51: The inferred paleobathymetry prior to the deposition of sequence #2/3. Map 

was constructed by contouring the total thickness of sequences #2-9 (c.i.=20 ft).
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Figure 53: Sequence #2/3, thickness of the upper shoreface facies (c.i.=10 ft).
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Figure 54: Sequence #2/3, percent upper shoreface (c.i.=10%).
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Crooked Creek fault. This is matched by a slightly thicker lobe in sequence #2/3 

suggesting continued structural-driven subsidence here.

The upper shoreface and percentage upper shoreface maps for sequence #2/3 clearly 

show the development of a plume slightly seaward of that seen in sequence #1 (Figs. 53 

and 54). In outcrop, most of the #2/3 plume’s upper shoreface is contained in sequence 

#3. Therefore, in subsurface the direction of relative sea-level movement (a fall) can only 

be confirmed for sequence #3. A subtle paleobathymetric high is located over the se

quence #1 plume and is shifted slightly to the east (Fig. 51). As in sequence #1, the 

Crooked Creek fault appears to concentrate the sands at the head of the #2/3 plume. 

Greater than 30 ft of upper shoreface sandstones here suggest that either active subsi

dence was still occurring or sequences #2 and #3 are distinctly different sequences. The 

presence of only 30 ft of this facies along the plume’s shoreward equivalent suggests 

however that sequence #2/3 may represent only one sequence.

Sequence #2/3 as observed in the paleobathymetric and total thickness maps filled 

much of the depositional topography created by sequence #1. The percent upper shore

face map demonstrates that the bay-fill of sequence #2/3 was primarily mud and shale 

and the strandline of sequence #2/3 prograded only slightly farther east than that of #1.

As in sequence #1, the east-west zero shoreface line at the north end of the plume is 

due to geologically unreasonable computer extrapolation (Figs. 53 and 54). This is also 

true at the extreme western and northwestern boundaries of the maps.

Sequence #4. On outcrop, sequence #4 represents a seaward step over se

quence #2/3 indicating a lowering of relative sea level. This is substantiated in the 

subsurface by the upper shoreface and percent upper shoreface maps’ zero contours 
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which lie at the extreme eastern extent of the study area (Figs. 55 and 56). The 

paleobathymetric map shows several anomalous trends (Fig. 57). An obvious east

southeast trending trough runs across the entire length of the study area and lies directly 

on the Lake Basin fault zone. This bends further to the southeast at its eastern extent. 

The sequence #4 thickness map shows that this structural trough contains large amounts 

of sediment at its western and southeastern extents with lesser amounts in the central 

portion (Fig. 58). The increased thicknesses in the west and southeast both contain up to 

40 ft of upper shoreface, suggesting minor subsidence during deposition. Subsidence at 

the western end of the trough was likely driven by Lake Basin fault movement. The 

southeastern upper shoreface thick however was concentrated and preserved by prograda

tion into a slight bathymetric low containing actively compacting shales seaward of 

sequence #1 and #2/3 plumes. The central portion of the trough contains less of the 

upper shoreface facies. Though this is largely due to either sediment bypassing or trans

gressive ravinement of shoreface sands, the measured data may also bias this sediment 

“thin.” The measured sections one township north and northeast of Billings display 

severe present-day surface erosion above sequence #2/3. This gives minimal values for 

sequence #4 thicknesses.

Several computer-generated irregularities in the maps are evident. The isolated upper 

shoreface lobe in the southeast comer of Figure 55 can be credibly hand-contoured to 

trend to the northwest. This links it with the Lake Basin trough. The general thin and 

thick trends of Figure 58 are correct throughout most of the study area. However, the 

computer extrapolation which increases the thickness out of the study area to the north

east is wrong. A decrease should actually occur which parallels trends in the upper 

shoreface map.
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Figure 55: Sequence #4, thickness of the upper shoreface facies (c.i.=10 ft).
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Figure 57: The inferred paleobathymetry prior to the deposition of sequence #4. Map 

was constructed by contouring the total thickness of sequences #4-9 (c.i.=10 ft).
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A second anomaly on the paleobathymetric map (Fig. 57) is the northeast-trending 

trough which is situated at the approximate southern extent of sequences’ #1 and #2/3 

back-plume bays. The sequence thickness map shows a corresponding thick here (Fig. 

58). Over 50 ft of upper shoreface lies slightly east of the trough’s axis. Unless sequence 

#4 is a summation of two vertically stacked sequences, this 50 ft thickness again indicates 

that subsidence was active during deposition. This subsidence is a product of continued 

compaction of sequence #1 and #2/3 back-plume, bay-fill shale. A buttressing effect of 

the previous plumes stalled the progradation at the eastern extent of the depocenter and 

accounts for the higher percentage of upper shoreface there.

A third anomaly on the paleobathymetric map is the slight low which runs subparallel 

to the Crooked Creek fault. Sequence #4 thickness trends parallel this trough with a 

slight shift to the northeast. Up to 50 ft of upper shoreface occurs on the northeast side. 

This suggests that tectonically-induced subsidence remained active. The northeastern 

shift in sedimentation may indicate a reversal in the fault movement (northeast side 

down).

A fourth anomaly on the paleobathymetric map is the southeast trending nose be

tween the Painted Robe and the Crooked Creek faults. This may indicate a structural 

high since overlying sequences are thin in this area. Upper shoreface “thins” here were 

caused either by subaerial erosion of sequence #4 during the rapid relative sea-level fall, 

or ravinement during the sequence-terminating relative sea-level rise.

The final anomaly on the paleobathymetric map is the high which occurs at and to the 

east of Billings. The sequence also thins over this high. In outcrop, this area’s lack of 

upper shoreface was interpreted as being either due to a sequence #4 back-plume bay 

equivalent of sequences #1 and #2/3, or increased erosional ravinement of sequence #4 
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over the sand-rich plumes of sequences #1-3. The latter interpretation is now preferred. 

After the progradation of sequence #4 and its differential compaction of underlying 

sediments, the area containing the less-compactable, sand-rich plumes of sequences #1-3 

became a slight topographic high. Upper shoreface sands of sequence #4 which were 

stranded on this high were subjected to more severe ravinement during the ensuing 

transgression. Assuming that 20-30 ft of sediment was originally deposited here in the 

upper shoreface, the pre-ravinement addition to Figure 57 would erase the apparent 

Billings “high”, leaving a relatively flat shelf over which sequence #4 prograded. Prefer

ential preservation of the upper shoreface lobe east of this former “high” is due to the 

progradation of sequence #4 onto compaction-prone, fore-plume shales of sequences #1- 

3. Greater thicknesses of upper shoreface were preserved here due to the compaction of 

these shales.

Sequence #4 is the first to show a definitive transition westward into coastal plain 

sediments. This occurs between the Fradet #4-24 and Leuthold #12-22 wells on Plate 2. 

A high percent upper shoreface trend develops here and runs to the north and northeast. 

This represents a depositional hinge which is localized by the former shorelines of se

quences #1 and #2/3. Indirect control on this hinge by the Painted Robe fault may also 

exist The maximum thickness of the upper shoreface here is 30-40 ft. This further 

suggests that sequence #4 is only one sequence. However, two vertically-stacked se

quences thinned by ravinement and subaerial erosion could also be responsible for this 

observed thickness.

The interrelationship between bathymetry and facies distribution can now be partially 

addressed. Within sequence #2/3, bathymetric lows which were related to pre-deposi- 

tional topography (i.e. back-plume bays) rather than tectonic- or compaction-driven
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subsidence contained a low percentage of upper shoreface. In sequence #4 however, 

these lows contained high percentages of this facies. The primary control on deposition 

in these lows appears to be the rate of movement of relative sea level. Relative sea level 

was higher in sequence #2/3 and acted to dam the sediments, concentrating them land

ward. In sequence #4 however, a rapid relative sea level fall served to localize the upper 

shoreface in the lows with less sediment being preserved on topographic highs. 

Bathymetric lows which were tectonically-created have higher percentages of upper 

shoreface in both cases. This is caused by initial localization of sedimentation along 

these structures, and the improved preservation potential there due to synsedimentary 

(pre-ravinement) subsidence.

Sequence #5/6/7. In outcrop, sequence #5 represents a major landward step 

above sequence #4. Sequence #6 represents a near vertical stack with sequence #7 and 

represents a slight seaward step over sequence #5. Because these three sequences are 

thin and less distinct in the subsurface, they are combined as sequence #5/6/7. Some 

anomalous points on the map are generated by this grouping. However, since no large 

inter-sequence facies shifts were evident in outcrop, such anomalies should be of minimal 

significance.

The paleobathymetric map shows that sequence #5/6/7 was deposited on a surface of 

low relief (Fig. 59). This is due to sequence #4’s near filling of pre-existing topographic 

depressions. Several trends are still apparent. The re-establishment of a predominant 

northwest-southeast shelf trend is obvious. However, when compared to the computer

generated isopach map, a parallel thickness trend is not apparent (Fig. 60). Hand con

touring of the same data allows for a thickness trend which parallels that of the upper
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Figure 59: The inferred paleobathymetry prior to the deposition of sequence #5/6/7.

Map was constructed by contouring the total thickness of sequences #5-9 (c.i.=10 ft).
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Figure 60: Thickness of sequence #5/6/7 (c.i.=10 ft).
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shoreface and percent upper shoreface maps (Figs. 61 and 62). This corresponds more 

closely with the mapped southeast shelf trend.

An east-southeast trough remains sub-parallel to the Lake Basin fault zone and has 

shifted very slightly to the north. This trough contains a sequence thick at its western 

extent though the central and eastern portions were not significant in localizing prograda

tion (Fig. 60). The western extent of the trough shows a moderate to high (50-70%) 

percentage of upper shoreface (Fig. 62). Here, 26-30 ft of the upper shoreface facies 

suggests that all three sequences occupied this area with significant ravinement and 

subaerial erosion (Fig. 61).

The central position of the Lake Basin structural trough has up to 50% upper shore

face. This relatively high percentage appears plume-related and originates from the 

Crooked Creek fault-induced thick to the north and east. The mechanism for localization 

of this “plume” may parallel that of sequence #1 (i.e. fault blocks and longshore cur

rents). Only 18 ft of upper shoreface is developed in the central trough suggesting a 

relation to only one sequence. This association is likely to be with sequence #7, which 

steps furthest seaward of the three sequences. The eastern-most portion of the trough is 

devoid of upper shoreface since progradation of the strand was halted prior to that point.

The area between the Crooked Creek fault and the Painted Robe fault again is to

pographically high. Here the sequence thins and displays a corresponding low percent

age of upper shoreface (less than 10%). This is most likely related to ravinement.

The paleobathymetric map shows a trough sub-parallel to the Crooked Creek fault. 

This trough is exhibited on the sequence isopach map as a decreased rate of thinning 

seaward along the fault. A higher percent (60-80%) of upper shoreface is again concen

trated along this trend. The two island-like thicks along the fault are likely due to the
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Figure 61: Sequence #5/6/7, thickness of the upper shoreface facies (c.i.=10 ft).
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combination of sequences #6 and #7. The plume stretching southwest from the fault 

replicates the morphology of the sequence #1 plume. The thinness (maximum 32 ft) of 

the upper shoreface along the Crooked Creek trend relative to that seen in sequences #1-4 

suggests that the fault here concentrated the facies, but was not as active.

On the paleobathymetric map, a northeast-trending trough occurs in the approximate 

equivalent position of the #1 and #2/3 back-plume bays. This trough was formed by the 

compaction of bay-fill shales during the progradation of sequence #4 and contains an 

isopach thick in sequence #5/6/7. Of this thickness, 50-60% is occupied by upper shore

face sands. This relatively high percent is due to the lower bathymetric relief that the 

sequence is filling. Up to 44 ft of upper shoreface sands accumulated in the trough. This 

justifies a multiple sequence break unless significant compaction of underlying shales 

continued during deposition. Because the three sequences were grouped, it is difficult to 

relate bathymetry to facies distributions. This is further complicated as the shelf’s 

bathymetric relief during the progradation of sequence #5/6/7 (30-40 ft) is much lower 

than that during sequences #2-4 (80-100 ft). A much shallower, low-relief shelf may 

reduce wave base and produce a thinner upper shoreface tract per sequence, thus compli

cating comparisons between sequences.

The paleobathymetric map again shows a topographic high at the distal position of 

the #1 and #2/3 plumes. Sequence #5/6/7 thins at this point. No upper shoreface is 

observed here since the strandline limit for all three sequences is to the west.

Due to the cumulative thinness of the upper shoreface in sequence #5/6/7, one might 

postulate that there is but one genetic sequence displaying three autogenic events. How

ever, all three sequences can be traced on outcrop and are observed to stack at their 

landward extents. For this reason, the three sequence interpretation seems most valid.
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The thinner upper shoreface tracts may be due to the shallowness of the shelf and ravine

ment.

Sequence #7.5/8. On outcrop, sequence #8 represents a seaward step above 

sequence #7. It also develops a thick lobe seaward of the sequence #5/6/7 sands. In the 

subsurface, a thin genetic sequence occurs between sequences #7 and #8. This sequence, 

herein numbered #7.5, represents a landward step above sequence #7 prior to sequence 

#8’s major seaward step. Since sequence #7.5 was not observed in outcrop, it has been 

combined with sequence #8. Again, this may introduce minor peculiarities in the subsur

face maps.

The paleobathymetric map shows that relief prior to the deposition of sequence #7.5/8 

was fairly subdued (Fig. 63). The northwest trending shelf is well defined. This trend is 

generally followed both in the sequence isopach and upper shoreface maps (Figs. 64, 65, 

and 66).

The Lake Basin fault zone, which has been reflected in previous sequences, occurs as 

a faint east-southeast-trending trough on the paleobathymetric map. The trough copies 

the trend seen in sequence #5/6/7 in that its western extent is skewed slightly north of that 

in sequence #4. The high thickness (38-47 ft) and percentage of upper shoreface here 

reflects the fault zone’s intersection with the stacked #7.5/8 shorelines.

The central portion of the Lake Basin trough shows the greatest amount of bathymet

ric relief. This central low also contains a sequence thick with a low percentage of upper 

shoreface. At the eastern edge of the trough, the shelf contours bulge slightly eastward 

suggesting that faulting was active during the deposition of sequence #7.5/8. The Lake 

Basin trough and the Crooked Creek fault appear to have affected progradation and
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Figure 63: The inferred paleobathymetry prior to the deposition of sequence #7.5/8.

Map was constructed by contouring the total thickness of sequences #7.5-9 (c.i.=10 ft).
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ultimately concentrated a lobe to the southeast. This lobe is reflected as a sequence thick 

in a slight bathymetric low. It contains up to 24 ft of upper shoreface, a low percentage 

(30%) of the lobe’s volume. Hand-contoured maps allow for several different interpreta

tions for this lobe’s genesis. The percent upper shoreface computer map suggests that the 

thick lobe is deltaic and originates from a westerly source south of the present outcrop. 

This isn’t well justified on outcrop and is also unlikely since a predominant southwestern 

longshore drift would not allow for a zero line configuration observed in the percent 

upper shoreface map. For this reason, the lobe is either connected to the strand via the 

Lake Basin trough or the Crooked Creek fault. A third possibility would be that the 

genesis of this lobe is similar to the ravinement-isolated lobe of sequence #4.

Paleobathymetric maps show a slight high west of the sequence #8 lobe at the former 

distal positions of the #1, #2/3, and #4 lobes. Sequence #7.5/8 thins at this point and 

displays no upper shoreface. The sequence #8 lobe has characteristics which are transi

tional between earlier lobes. It is concentrated in a low which developed in front of 

sequence #1, #2/3, and #4 lobes and sequence #5/6/7 strandlines. Apparently, ravinement 

occurred in a similar paleogeographic position as in sequence #4, and shaved off any 

existing upper shoreface deposited on the differential compaction-related highs formed 

by the more sand-rich facies of sequences #1-7.

A trough which consistently has appeared subparallel to the Crooked Creek fault is 

again seen in the paleobathymetric maps prior to the deposition of sequence #7.5/8. 

However, the sequence isopach does not show any effect of the trough except at its 

northwest half. Here the sequence thickens slightly and contains up to 60% (24 ft) of 

upper shoreface. The northward shifting of this depocenter may indicate a recurrent 

downdropping of the north side of the fault as was inferred in sequence #4. The in
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creased thickness (24 ft) of upper shoreface suggests localization of sequence #7.5/8 

sedimentation by the fault, though subsidence was likely minimal during deposition.

The paleobathymetric map again shows a topographic nose between the Painted Robe 

and Crooked Creek faults. A north-trending sequence thin at the southern tip of the nose 

is partially due to this high, but is more likely due to the thinning and loss of sequence 

#7.5. The uniform thickness (14-20 ft) and percentage (40-50%) of upper shoreface here 

indicates normal deposition with slight ravinement.

Lastly, the paleobathymetric map shows a northeast-trending trough which is located 

above and to the west of the former back-plume bays of sequences #1 and #2/3. This is 

similar to a trough in sequence #5/6/7 which was located 6 mi to the east. Up to 44 ft of 

upper shoreface sands occur at the north end as this trough intersects the thickest amalga

mated shorefaces of sequences #7.5 and #8. The trough was partially developed during 

the progradation of sequence #5/6/7 by the continued compaction of sequence #1 and #2/ 

3 bay-fill shales and coastal-plain shales of sequence #4 .

In the subsurface, sequence #8 represents a seaward step over sequence #7 at the 

southern most portion of sequence #7, though at its northern extent it is shifted slightly 

landward relative to sequence #7. This is due to a relative sea-level drop during which 

the shoreface sediments were preferentially preserved to the southeast in a 

paleobathymetric low.

Sequence #9. Sequence #9 was not observed in outcrop due to its dramatic 

northwesterly landward step. On logs, sequence #9 lies directly below the Ardmore 

Bentonite, a time marker on which all cross sections were hung. The thickness map of 

sequence #9 shows a strong north-northwest component to the shelf (Fig. 67). This is
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Figure 67: Thickness of sequence #9 (c.i.=10 ft).
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interrupted by slight perturbations which correspond with the Crooked Creek fault and 

the Lake Basin fault zone. The upper shoreface and percent upper shoreface maps indi

cate that except for the northwest comer of the study area, the sequence #9 shelf is pre

dominantly lower shoreface to offshore-marine shales and mudstones (Figs. 68 and 69). 

The percentage of upper shoreface reaches 80% to the northwest where up to 25 ft of this 

facies is seen. This indicates that the Claggett transgression occurred in a stepwise 

manner and that a strandline was re-established at this point.

The Crooked Creek fault parallels an increased sequence thickness and points to the 

sediment source. The control of this fault on sedimentation is remarkably demonstrated 

by the upper shoreface map. An increase in percent upper shoreface exactly parallels this 

fault and substantiates its localizing effect. A thick (20 ft) shale plume extends south 

from the tip of the upper shoreface lobe as seen on the sequence isopach map. Its west

erly thinning represents the position of a back-plume embayment. The plume’s surface is 

relatively flat though small thins and thicks mirror the paleobathymetry developed after 

the deposition of sequence #8.

Generalizations concerning paleobathymetry and facies distributions

The subsurface data largely confirm observations and interpretations made on the 

outcrop. Volumetries of the facies, and the relationship of paleobathymetry to facies 

distribution are more adequately addressed by the subsurface study. Several generaliza

tions may be made concerning the distribution of the upper shoreface facies in respect to 

paleobathymetry. Bathymetric lows (sequence isopach thicks) can be divided into three 

genetic types: structure induced, pre-depositional topography induced, and compaction 

induced. Thick shoreface facies are always preferentially preserved in bathymetric lows
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related to subsidence along active fault zones which intersect the strand. These faults 

initially localize the sediment, then preferentially accumulate and preserve greater thick

nesses of the shoreface due to synsedimentary subsidence. This appears to be effective 

regardless of the movement of relative sea level as demonstrated by sedimentation along 

the Crooked Creek fault.

Lows which are due to pre-depositional topography are significantly affected by the 

relative movement of sea level. During periods of rapid relative sea-level fall (sequence 

seaward steps and vertical stackings at a “maximum regression”), bathymetric lows are 

preferentially filled and preserve the shoreface facies as demonstrated by sequences #4 

and #8. During relative sea-level rises (characterized by landward-stepping sequences), 

if the bathymetry exceeds the depth of wave base, the low areas will contain a diminished 

percentage of shoreface sands. During relative sea-level highstands (landward, vertically 

stacked sequences), bathymetric lows will typically contain low percentages of shoreface 

sands due to the sediment-damming effect of a higher relative sea level. This is demon

strated by sequence #2/3.

In compaction induced “lows”, shoreface sands are preferentially preserved due to 

their progradation onto progressively compacting, shale-rich areas. This occurs on 

relative sea-level rises and falls. Relative sea-level rises concentrate sediment above 

compaction-prone coastal-plain shale “lows”. Relative sea-level falls concentrate and 

preserve sediment above compactable offshore-marine shale (e.g., seaward lobes of 

sequences #4 and #8).

The effect of bathymetric highs on facies distributions fall into two categories - 

subaqueous highs and subaerial highs. Subaqueous highs tend to preferentially concen

trate and preserve shoreface sands during either relative sea-level rises or falls. This is 
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demonstrated by the plumes of sequences #1 and #2/3. The sequence #1 plume was 

likely concentrated by up thrown subaqueous fault blocks of the Lake Basin fault zone. 

The sequence #2/3 plume was concentrated on the subaqueous high created by the #1 

plume.

During relative sea-level lowstands, former subaqueous highs may become subaerial, 

concentrating shoreface sands as the strand rims them. However, barring increased 

subsidence, the preservation potential of these sands decreases as they are subjected to 

more extensive subaerial erosion during continued relative sea level fall, or ravinement 

during the subsequent transgression. This is exhibited on the nose between the Painted 

Robe and Crooked Creek faults during the deposition of sequences #4-8.

Such generalizations are only valid when the observed bathymetric lows or highs are 

significant enough to be intersected by several depth-dependent facies zones (e.g., upper 

shoreface). For example, if an extremely shallow shelf exhibits water depths of less than 

30 ft, facies development due to progradation across slight highs or lows will not be 

significantly different from that seen on the level, regardless of direction of relative sea

level movement.

Volumetries

The numerical model shown in Figure 9 predicts that sediment will be proportioned 

volumetrically into different facies tracts depending on the sequence’s position or direc

tion of movement landward or seaward. This assumes a constant sediment supply and 

equal durations of sedimentation for each genetic sequence. A previous study by Gardner 

et al. (1987) shows a predictable proportioning of sediments in the fluvial/coastal plain 

facies between various sequences in the Cretaceous Ferron Sandstone of Utah. That 
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study, along with the numerical model, indicates that sediment is dammed and accumu

lates preferentially in the coastal plain during long-term relative rises in sea level (land

ward-stepping genetic sequences). During periods of relative sea-level fall, seaward

stepping sequences are predicted to contain less sediment in the coastal plain, and more 

in the shoreface due to sediment bypass.

The combined surface/subsurface study of the Eagle Sandstone provides data on 

sediment proportioning and preservation in the upper shoreface. No subtractions were 

made for ravinement or subaerial erosion. Several approaches were used in an attempt to 

glean volumetric information from the data. Ideally, the volume of sediments contained 

between the landward and seaward pinchouts of the upper shoreface would be measured 

in each sequence. Since a landward pinchout exists within the study area only in se

quence #4, another approach had to be used. Initially, a static fence was used for all 

sequence volumetries which encompassed the entire study area and included slightly 

liberal computer-generated extrapolations. The results from this volumetric study are 

shown in Table 1 (static fence column). Since no uniform landward and seaward cutoffs 

per sequence were designated, these volumes are largely a factor of the sequences’ 

strandline shifts in and out of the study area. This accounts for observed increased 

volumes in the seaward-stepping sequences (into the study area) and reduced volumes in 

landward-stepping sequences (out of the study area). Because of the lack of consistent 

control points in each sequence, a second approach was adopted.

Figure 70 displays the three possible configurations of the upper shoreface facies tract 

within a genetic sequence. The varying configurations depend on differences in the shelf 

slope, paleotopography/bathymetry, and rates of relative sea level changes (i.e. eustasy, 

subsidence, and sediment supply). In a vertical succession through one sequence (e.g., a
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measured section), the position at which a specific facies holds the largest percentage of 

the entire sequence will vary depending on which configuration is developed. In case 1, 

only one point (a line paleogeographically) contains 100% upper shoreface. In case 2, a 

line contains 100% upper shoreface (a swath paleogeographically). In case 3, vertical 

successions would consistently contain less than 100% upper shoreface. Regionally a 

sequence may develop any of these configurations if the sequence is analyzed along 

different paleogeographic dip lines.

Since a landward pinchout of the upper shoreface could not be consistently projected 

from the data, the line of maximum percentage upper shoreface was used as a landward 

cutoff for volumetric studies. This should represent the approximate position of a deposi

tional hinge line. Though this may still be problematical, it provides a better approxima

tion than would an upper shoreface footage cutoff (say 10 ft).

Table 1 displays the volumetric data from this second approach under the “volume % 

fence” column. An increase in the volume of upper shoreface is seen from sequence #2/3 

to sequence #4. The reasons for this are twofold. Sequence #2/3 is deposited immedi

ately following the relative sea-level stillstand-to-rise which deposited sequence #1, 

whereas the seaward-stepping sequence #4 was deposited during a relative sea-level fall. 

This tended to dam more sediment landward in sequence #2/3 than in sequence #4. 

Sequence #4 is characterized by increased sediment bypassing to the shoreface. A 

notable increase in the percentage of upper shoreface from sequence #2/3 to sequence #4 

is also observed. Depositional paleobathymetry exerts a significant influence on this 

phenomena. The paleobathymetry across which sequence #2/3 progrades is very pro

nounced. The deeper, back-plume bay traps large volumes of mud and only allows for a 

thin cap (low percentage) of upper shoreface sands. Sequence #4 however, progrades
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Table 1: Volumetric data for the Eagle Sandstone, Billings, Montana.

SEQUENCE MEASURED VOLUME STATIC FENCE 
x 10 Ell CUBIC FT

VOLUME % FENCE 
x 10 Ell CUBIC FT

#1 Upper Shoreface 4.0218

#2/3 Landward/Seaward Step
Total Volume 19.2179 13.4750
Upper Shoreface 2.8691 3.1708
% Upper Shoreface 14.9% 23.5%

#4 Seaward Step
Total Volume 34.5599 23.0708
Upper Shoreface 12.6803 9.4622
% Upper Shoreface 36.7% 41%

#5/6/7 Landward Step/Stack
Total Volume 25.7144 11.8505
Upper Shoreface 6.2171 5.1004
% Upper Shoreface 24.2% 43%

#7.5/8 Landward/Seaward Step
Total Volume 25.2033 16.7969
Upper Shoreface 5.9432 4.5135
% Upper Shoreface 23.6% 26.9%

#9 Landward Step
Total Volume 6.9911 2.1928
Upper Shoreface 1.5764 1.0729
% Upper Shoreface 22.6% 48.9%

RRTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOWEN, COLORADO 8040) 
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across a lower-relief surface due to the #2/3 fill, and its percentage of upper shoreface is 

therefore much greater. This increase may also be due to an increased rate of relative sea 

level fall during the deposition of sequence #4.

Sequences #5/6/7 represent a landward-step above sequence #4. The numerical 

models suggest that this would significantly reduce the volume of sediment in the upper 

shoreface. This is observed. However, a slight increase in the volume percent is noted. 

The outcrop data shows sequences #6 and #7 to be volumetrically more significant than 

#5, though facies percentage-wise they are similar. Still, the subsurface data indicates 

that the average percent upper shoreface of the three individual sequences must be greater 

than that of sequence #4. This suggests a paleobathymetric control. The shoreface 

portions of sequences #5, #6, and #7 prograded over a low-relief, shallow shelf whose 

bathymetry had largely been filled by sediments of sequence #4. Over 80 ft of 

bathymetry existed prior to the deposition of sequence #4 (Fig. 57). Figure 59 shows 

approximately 30 ft of bathymetry remaining prior to the deposition of sequence #5/6/7. 

This difference is likely the cause of a higher percentage of upper shoreface sands in 

sequence #5/6/7.

Sequence #7.5/8 represents a seaward step above sequence #5/6/7. The numerical 

models predict that such a seaward step would contain a larger volume of sediments in 

the shoreface. This is true if the #5/6/7 volume is divided by three, and the #7.5/8 vol

ume is divided by two. Volume-wise however, sequence #7.5/8 approaches a percentage 

closer to that of sequence #2/3. The bathymetry over which shoreface sands of #7.5/8 

prograded approached 40 ft at places (Fig. 63). Though this is not significantly greater 

than that of sequences #5, #6 and #7, and is less than sequence #4, it appears that the rate 

of relative sea level drop of sequence #7.5/8 was significantly less than that in sequence
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#4. This, combined with the bathymetry developed basinward of sequences #5/6/7 are 

likely responsible for the lower percentage.

Sequence #9 contains the lowest volume of upper shoreface sandstone and is the most 

landward-stepping sequence. However, it contains the largest percentage of upper shore

face. The shallowness of the shelf at this time, and its low relief due to bathymetric 

filling by sequence #8 are responsible for the high percentage of upper shoreface sands.

What degree of truth do the numerical models reach in predicting volumetries and 

what additional constraints need to be considered? In summary, as predicted by the 

numerical models, the volumes of upper shoreface progressively increase (though not 

necessarily percentage-wise) during seaward steps of genetic sequences and progres

sively smaller volumes occur in the landward steps. This trend is mirrored however in 

the static fence data and may be a factor of paleogeographic inter-sequence strandline 

shifts relative to the study area. The ideal condition of obtaining landward and seaward 

pinchouts of upper shoreface sediments in each sequence was not met in this study. The 

volume approximations made by using the high-percent landward cutoff does demon

strate the apparent influence of paleobathymetry on volume percentages. However, the 

ratio of upper shoreface volume to total sequence volume may be questionable because of 

the lack of consistent landward and seaward cutoff parameters for the total sequence 

volumes. Nevertheless, the component of changing paleobathymetry is a significant 

factor which must be accounted for in future models. Ideally, further tests of the models 

should be conducted where local bathymetric anomalies are minimal (e.g., plumes of 

sequences #1-3) and subsurface well log control is tighter.

Differences in the volumes of upper shoreface sands between the static fence and the 

percentage fence data are due to the static fence’s liberal inclusion of computer generated 
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extrapolations. Further volumetric research must utilize a computer system which can 

accept and interactively contour dummy data points to bias extrapolations in accordance 

with observed log and field relationships.

Differential compaction due to facies changes appears to have a significant effect on 

depositional patterns. This will ultimately have to be included in a model which attempts 

to simulate sedimentation at this and larger scales.

A constant subsidence and sedimentation rate is neither proven or refuted by this 

study. Variable rates of relative sea level change which may be eustatically driven are 

substantiated in this study by the apparent suddenness of progradation displayed by 

sequence #4 relative to others. It would however also be logical to call on decreased 

subsidence or increased rate of sediment supply for this phenomena.
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PHASE 3: BULLWACKER GAS FIELD

The Bullwacker gas field lies south of the Bearpaw Mountains from T27N, R15E- 

17E in north-central Montana. Gas accumulation is localized within the Eagle Sandstone 

with minor production from the overlying Judith River Formation. The gas is biogenic 

and is thought to have been originally stratigraphically trapped in the Eagle Sandstone 

(Rice 1980). Rice and Shurr (1983) defined three lithostrati graphic (sandstone) members 

within the Eagle Sandstone here. These members consist of shoreface through coastal 

plain sediments.

Reeves (1924) first documented numerous gravity-induced faults which developed on 

the flanks of the Bearpaw uplift. This structural style was further detailed by Hearn 

(1976). Maher (1969) suggested that this Laramide uplift of the Bearpaw Mountains and 

consequent faulting caused re-migration and re-entrapment of the gas in the normal fault 

blocks at the up-flank heads of the slides. This complex interaction of structure and 

stratigraphy have led to economic gas accumulations in the Tiger Ridge, Bullwacker, 

Leroy, Sherard, and Winifred fields which ring the Bearpaw Mountains. These fields are 

shallow, ranging from 400-2700 feet deep. The reservoir sands have average porosities 

of 26% and permeabilities up to 150 md (Bayliff, 1975).

Bullwacker field was discovered in 1967 but was not extensively developed until 

1976 (Ervin-Cleveland and Shapard, 1985). Currently, the field has produced in excess 

of 12 billion cubic feet of gas with no associated oil or water from a total of 44 wells 

(Petroleum Information Production Report, July, 1987). The depth of production ranges 

from 1230-2800 ft. Porosity ranges from 16-26% and the reservoir is characterized by 

low permeability.
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The third phase of this study consists of a genetic sequence analysis of the Eagle 

Sandstone near and within the Bullwacker field (Plate 6). The goal of this phase was to 

establish the extent of stratigraphic control on productive trends within and outside of the 

field. This was accomplished by building several cross sections which established the 

number of genetic sequences, a sequence stacking pattern, and the inter-sequence facies 

control on gas production. A representative cross section through the field is shown in 

Plate 7. This section, termed a “squeeze section” due to its lack of a horizontal scale, 

shows the development of eight sequences. Only that part of the gamma-ray log above a 

shale baseline is shown for each log. All gamma-ray logs were hung on a prominent 

bentonite which is best displayed on resistivity logs. Because of the extensive faulting 

within the study area, very few wells display intact vertical successions of the Eagle 

Sandstone. Those within Plate 7 are considered complete. A diagrammatical display of 

Plate #7 is included as Figure 71.

The cross section of Plate 7 represents a more landward paleogeographic position 

than most of the Billings study. This is demonstrated by the abundance of coastal plain 

and fluvial sediments in sequences #2-6 between wells #1-11 (see Appendix 2 for well 

locations). Even though this study area is 160 miles northwest of Billings, similar 

changes in relative sea levels should be exhibited if allocyclicity is a primary control on 

the sedimentation near Billings. Sequences #1-7 are apparently identical in both areas. 

Sequence #8 at Bullwacker is actually equal to sequence #9 at Billings.

Sequence #1, which is Rice and Shurr’s (1983) lower member, is equivalent to the 

Virgelle. This sequence is seen in outcrop as a thick (to 100 ft), laterally continuous 

shoreface sand displaying no breaks in sedimentation (Laird Little, personal communica

tion). In the well logs, breaks and apparent repeated section in sequence #1 are due to
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Figure 71: Control on productive trends in Bullwacker gas field by the sequence stacking 
hierarchy. Numbered vertical lines refer to wells from Plate 7. Sequence numbers are 
listed to the left of well #2.
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faulting. Shoreface sands of sequence #1 have largely disappeared by well #29. This 

eastward shaling is most dramatic from wells #16-22. The loss of sand defined a broad 

hinge line which created a bathymetric low to the east. This low concentrates the deposi

tion of sequences #3-7. This is not only exhibited by the drastic thickening of sequences 

#3-7 east of this point, but also by the relative “pull-up” towards the datum observed 

between wells #18-20. This pull-up and loss of sand in sequence #1 is mirrored in a cross 

section taken one township south, and paralleling that of Plate 7. Here, the pull-up is 

observed in wells of the Sherard gas field in sections 15 and 16 of T25N, R17E. This 

trend represents a pinchout of the Virgelle (sequence #1) shoreface which runs approxi

mately N32°W. Most significantly, this marks the landward pinchout of major gas 

production in the Bullwacker, Sherard, and Leroy fields. Minor production is developed 

west of this in shoreface sands of sequence #1 and #8, and fluvial sands of sequence #4.

Sequence #2 represents a slight landward shift relative to sequence #1, pinching out 

near well #27. Sequence #3 represents a slight seaward step above sequence #2 and 

pinches out near well #32. This very closely mimics sequence #2/3 at Billings. Since a 

sequence #1 plume wasn’t developed in this area, the bathymetry over which sequences 

#2 and #3 prograded was gentler and allowed the shoreface to prograde further seaward 

than was observed at Billings. Paleogeographically, Plate #7 is most similar to the 

western half of Plate #2.

Production throughout Bullwacker field is co-mingled among several sequences. At 

its western extent, sequences #1 and #2 account for production in well #16. Sequence #2 

shows very minor production within the field. Sequence #3 however is a major producer 

in the field along with sequences #4 and #5. No production occurs outside (east or west) 

of the field from sequences #2 or #3.
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Sequence #4 represents a major seaward step over sequence #3 and may consist of 

two subsequences in the Bullwacker area as well. Production occurs from its shoreface 

sands within Bullwacker field and to the east. To the west, several fluvial sands that 

appear to be within sequence #4 contain minor amounts of gas in shut-in wells #4 and 

#13.

From this cross section’s perspective, it appears that sequences #5, #6, and #7 are 

nearly vertically stacked to slightly seaward stepping above sequence #4. Since a sea

ward pinchout of sequence #4’s upper shoreface is not defined, it is difficult to confirm 

the stacking directions of sequences #5-7. It is entirely probable that sequences #5-7 

actually represent a landward stacking above sequence #4. Their paleogeographic posi

tion and thinness relative to sequence #4 hint that they are correlatable with sequences 

#5, #6, and #7 in Billings. If this is correct, a relative rise in sea level may have caused 

sequences #5-7 to be deposited landward, concentrated along a hinge line formed by the 

differential compaction of sequence #1 marine mudstones and shales by thick sands of 

sequences #3 and #4. Production is scattered with minor amounts of gas originating in 

sequences #5 and #6 within Bullwacker field. Farthest to the east, shut-in gas wells have 

tapped sandstones primarily from these three sequences. Sequences #3-7 are equivalent 

to Rice and Sburr’s (1983) middle member, which they suggest may contain two se

quences.

At the onset of the Claggett transgression, the landward-shifted shoreline was local

ized in a bathymetric low formed by differential compaction of coastal-plain sediments of 

sequences #3-7. Progradation was ultimately “dammed” by rising relative sea level at the 

pull-up seen in wells #18-20. Minor gas production occurs in sequence #8 (sequence #9- 

equivalent at Billings). As opposed to production from sequences #2-7, production from 
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sequence #8 does not currently extend laterally along the paleo-strandline into the Sher- 

ard and Leroy fields.

An obvious disparity between the two study areas is the lack of a Billings sequence 

#7.5/8 equivalent in the Bullwacker vicinity. Sequence #8 represents a seaward-step over 

sequence #7 at Billings and may do the same thing to the east of the Bullwacker area. A 

second, more credible possibility is that Bullwacker sequences #5 and #6 are equivalent 

to Billing’s sequences #5, #6, and #7. This would make the Bullwacker #7 equal to the 

Billings #8. This more closely replicates the inferred relative sea-level drop at that time.

A more detailed study of the Eagle Sandstone to the northeast at the Tiger Ridge field 

is currently being done by Laird Little. His study may shed more light on this problem. 

Mr. Little is also completing a volumetries study comparable to that done near Billings.

A study of producing trends and gaps shows a major control on production by the 

original stratigraphy. Perhaps the most significant is the N32°W trend of sequence #l’s 

seaward pinchout of upper shoreface sandstones. This localizes production to the east in 

sequences #3-7 at the Bullwacker, Sherard, and Leroy fields. Any significant production 

west of this line is certain to come from sequence #1 or #8 shoreface sands. Fluvial sands 

of the other sequences also show minor uneconomic accumulations.

Production within the Bullwacker field is accounted for by sequences #3-5. Se

quences #5-7 are responsible for production farthest to the east. This does not necessarily 

indicate a seaward-stepping over sequence #4. It may instead justify a relative landward 

“jamming” of sequences #5, #6, and #7 against a sequence #1-4- induced hingeline.

Originally, this research intended to acquire decline curves for each well to determine 

whether decline curve shapes are sequence specific. Unfortunately, production in this 

area is typically co-mingled between several sequences. Four wells were found whose 
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production could be localized within a shoreface facies of one or two sequences. Wells 

#35 and #36 produce from sequences #6 and #7. These wells showed a quasi-straight 

line effective decline of near 50% and 42% respectively over their first three years of 

production. Wells #28 and #29 produce solely from sequence #4. These show initial 

three year effective declines of 30% and 42% respectively and both later taper to declines 

nearing 20%. This slightly lower decline may be due to the greater reservoir size of 

sequence #4. Though this data provides food for thought (and future research), four wells 

do not build a statistically accurate base for conclusions. Many complicating factors may 

have altered the shapes of the individual decline curves. The numerous faults in the area 

have a significant effect on reservoir drainage and thus will affect declines. Information 

concerning workover procedures and the possibility of later perforations in other se

quences are extremely valuable in this type of research. No such data was accessible for 

this study. Thirdly, straight-line analysis of hyperbolic curves is admittedly dangerous, 

even when done over a short period of time. In future studies, the curves must be nor

malized and “b” values (hyperbolic exponents) must be compared for a larger data base 

to approach any semblance of truth.
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CONCLUSION

The methodology of genetic sequence analysis allows for increased temporal and 

spatial resolution of strata. The Eagle Sandstone in the vicinity of Billings, Montana is 

broken into nine genetic sequences on the basis of combined surface/subsurface analysis. 

Facies distributions within each sequence can be accurately mapped and inter-sequence 

facies shifts allow for the interpretation of relative sea-level shifts. This suggests a 

relationship between paleobathymetry, relative sea level changes, and facies distributions.

The volume of sediment contained in a shoreface facies tract generally increases 

within seaward-stepping or seaward vertically-stacked genetic sequences. Inversely, 

landward-stepping sequences contain less sediment in the shoreface as predicted by the 

model. The percentage of sequence volume occupied by the shoreface tract is not how

ever controlled by its landward- or seaward-stepping nature. This is predominantly 

controlled by the bathymetry over which a sequence progrades and the rate of prograda

tion.

Utilization of genetic sequence analysis in the Bullwacker gas field of north-central 

Montana helps to explain observed localization of productive trends. Eight sequences are 

observed there. Though structural complications exist within the field, the landward 

(westward) limit of production is primarily stratigraphically controlled. Amalgamated 

seaward-stepping sequences which are equivalents of Billings sequences #1, #3, #4, #5, 

#6, #7, and possibly #8, produce gas in accordingly eastward-stepping zones. The defini

tion of such a stacking pattern thus establishes a framework for production both within 

and outside the field.
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Appendix L List of wells used in Billings study

(numbers 1-33 represent measured sections)

34. sw/se 8-1N-3OE Vermandel 1

35. se/se 34-2N-29E Luchene 1

36. sw/se 18-1N-29E

37. sw/sw 31-2N-29E D.K. Hereford Ranch 1

38. ne/nw 1-1N-28E D.K. Hereford 1

39. sw 36-2N-28E

40. ne/ne 11-1N-28E Mahan 1-11

41. se/se 35-2N-28E Barkemeyer 16-35

42. c/nw/nw 25-2N-26E Williams 1

43. sw/nw 21-2N-26E Mackey 4

44. se/ne 18-2N-26E Fred Mackey 1

45. c/ne/se 11-2N-25E Mackey 3

46. c/sw/ne 15-2N-25E Mackey 2

47. ne/nw 24-2N-23E Lane 22-24

48. sw/ne 28-2N-23E Orville Lane 1

49. se/nw/nw 21-2N-23E Lane 1

50. se/sw 31-2N-23E Lazy K-T Ranch 14-31

51. nw/nw 11-1N-22E Eastlick 4-11

52. se/sw 3-1N-22E Yellowstone Grain Co. 1

53. ne/sw/nw 22-1N-22E Leuthold 12-22

54. se/nw/nw 24-1N-21E Fradet 4-24
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Appendix I. (continued)

55. nw/nw 25-1N-21E Keating 4-25

56. c/ne 26-1N-21E Keating 1-26

57. sw/ne/ne 35-1N-21E Leuthold 1-35

58. sw/sw 35-1N-21E Leuthold 13-35

(no well numbers 59-62 exist, these are measured sections)

63. ne/sw/nw 24-6N-22E Loga 1

64. ne/ne 9-5N-23E Spidel 41-9

65. nw/se 1-5N-23E Brown 33-1

66. nw/ne 15-6N-24E Spidel 1

67. ne/se 17-6N-26E BN 17-6-26

68. nw/ne 5-5N-27E Pfister 1

69. c/ne 15-5N-22E J.C. Jensen 15-1

70. sw/sw/se 26-5N-22E Seitz 15-26

71. c/ne/se 35-5N-22E Conover 9-35

72. se/nw/nw 20-4N-23E William M. Hanser 20-1

73. nw/ne/sw 26-3N-23E Heiken Land 1

74. c/sw 36-3N-22E State 23-36

75. se/nw 13-7N-24E Jarrett 22x-13

76. c/ne/ne 21-7N-24E Maguire-State 1-21

77. se/sw 1-4N-25E Backenkeller 1-1

78. (not used)

79. ne/sw 12-4N-25E Lang 1
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Appendix I. (continued)

18-4N-26E Federal 1-1880. ne/ne

81. nw/nw 31-4N-26E Fox 1-X

82. c/ne/se 27-4N-24E Schmidt 1-27

83. se/nw 27-3N-24E Luoma 1

84. sw/ne/sw 25-2N-23E Fermes 1

85. nw/se 19-1N-23E Lazy K-T Ranch 1-19

86. ne/sw 26-4N-27E McKey-Roberts 1

87. sw/nw 31-2N-28E

88. nw/nw 28-1N-28E A.S. Robertson 1
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Appendix II. Location of wells used in Bullwacker study area

1. ne/se/nw 16-27N-13E State 16-27-13

2. c/sw 15-27N-13E Fee-Ophus-Griesinger 2

3. nw/se/sw 14-27N-13E Ophus-Griesinger 1

4. nw/se 13-27N-13E IX Ranch 10-13

5. sw/ne/ne 24-27N-13E Ophus 1-24

6. ne/nw/sw 19-27N-14E State 12-19

7. sw/ne/sw 32-27N-14E State 11-32

8. nw/sw/se 33-27N-14E State 15-33

9. nw/se/nw 3-26N-14E State 6-3

10. sw/ne/ne 34-27N-14E State 1

11. sw/ne/ne 36-27N-14E State 20-36

12. sw/se 30-27N-15E State 15-30

13. ne/nw/se 31-27N-15E State 22-31

14. se/sw/nw 32-27N-15E IX Ranch-A 2-32

15. c/sw/se 32-27N-15E IX Ranch 15-32

16. nw/se/se 28-27N-15E IX Ranch A 1-28-A

17. sw/se 22-27N-15E IX Ranch B 1-22-B

18. sw/nw 25-27N-15E Faber 3-25

19. se/nw 34-27N-16E Art Weaver 5-34

20. sw/ne 35-27N-16E Hokansen 2-35

21. sw/sw 25-27N-16E Weaver 13-25

22. nw 30-27N-17E State 17-30
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Appendix H. (continued)

23. nw/nw 29-27N-17E Norden 3-29

24. sw 28-27N-17E Energy Govt. 1-28

25. se/se 28-27N-17E Henderson 16-28

26. se/nw/nw 34-27N-17E Henderson 4-34

27. nw/se 2-26N-17E Biebinger 72-2

28. ne/nw 1-26N-17E US 3-1

29. nw/se 36-27N-17E State 13-36

30. ne/se/sw 30-27N-18E Federal 14-30-27

31. nw 28-27N-18E Federal 29-28

32. ne/sw 21-27N-18E Moore 74-21

33. ne/sw/ne 22-27N-18E Moore 7-22

34. c/se/nw 14-27N-18E Moore 33-14

35. nw/se/nw 24-27N-18E Moore 6-24

36. ne/nw 13-27N-18E Moore 13-3

37. sw/ne 18-27N-19E Federal 13-18

38. nw/se/ne 17-27N-19E Federal 2

39. se/nw 16-27N-19E State 1-16

40. nw/nw 15-27N-19E State 4-15-27-19

41. c/se/sw 11-27N-19E Energy State 8882-67-1-11
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